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HBiv /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X  T`QQ7@Q7@+QM+2Ti bvbi2K BbBKTH2K2Mi2/ iQ pHB/i2 Bib 72bB#BHBiv M/ 2z2+iBp2M2bbX h?22tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib b?Qr i?2 #2M2}ib #v mbBM; i?2 T`QTQb2/`+?Bi2+im`2 +QKT`BM; iQ i?2 T`2pBQmb ?QM2vTQi bQHmiBQMbX
AM/2t h2`Kbě>QM2vTQi- *v#2` a2+m`Biv- L2irQ`FaQ7ir`BxiBQM- h`{+ _2/B`2+iBQM- AMi`mbBQM _2bTQMb2- *v#2`.2+2TiBQM
AX AMi`Q/m+iBQM*PJSlh1_ bvbi2Kb +`Qbb i?2 ;HQ#2 `2 7+2/rBi? p`BQmb b2+m`Biv i?`2ib /m2 iQ T`Q;`KKBM;~rb M/ +QM};m`iBQM 2``Q`bX h?2 +QMb2[m2M+2b +M
z2+i BM/BpB/mHb M/ Q`;MBxiBQMb i +`BiB+H H2p2Hb 7`QK
T`Bp+v 2tTQbm`2b iQ }MM+BH HQbb2b (R)X HbQ- i?2 ?`/
iQ /2i2+i x2`Q@/v ii+Fb `2 #2+QKBM; BM+`2bBM;Hv
MmK2`Qmb M/ bQT?BbiB+i2/- 2X;X i?2`2 rb M BM+`2b2
Q7 d T2`+2Mi BM i?2 MmK#2` Q7 x2`Q@/v pmHM2`#BHBiB2b
`2+Q`/2/ BM kyRd- M/ kd T2`+2Mi Q7 i?2 R9y i`;2i2/ ii+F
JMmb+`BTi `2+2Bp2/ P+iQ#2` d- kyR3c `2pBb2/ CMm`v e-kyRNc ++2Ti2/ CMm`v RR- kyRNX h?Bb `2b2`+? Bb bmTTQ`i2/BM T`i #v E2v _2b2`+? M/ .2p2HQTK2Mi S`Q;`K Q7 *?BM
ULQXkyReu6"RyyyeykV- ǳi?2 E2v G#Q`iQ`v Q7 aT+2 bi`QMQKvM/ h2+?MQHQ;v- LiBQMH bi`QMQKB+H P#b2`piQ`B2b- *?BM2b2
+/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b- "2BDBM;- RyyyRk- *?BMǴ LiBQMH Lim`Ha+B2M+2 6QmM/iBQM Q7 *?BM ULQbX eR99yy8d- eRkdky3d- eRjejyRNM/ eRydjyy3- RReNyykjVX h?Bb `2b2`+? Bb HbQ T`iBHHv bmTTQ`i2/
#v i?2 aTMBb? JBMBbi`v Q7 1+QMQKv M/ *QKT2iBiBp2M2bb BM i?2+QMi2ti Q7 :_1.Pa T`QD2+i Uh1*kyR8@ed3j9@_VX U*Q``2bTQM/BM;
mi?Q`, w?B?mB .mVqX 6M Bb rBi? i?2 a+?QQH Q7 *QKTmiBM;- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 E2Mi- *hkdL6- *Mi2`#m`v- lEX U2@KBH, rX7M!F2MiX+XmFVX
wX .m Bb rBi? i?2 .2T`iK2Mi Q7 *QKTmi2` a+B2M+2 M/h2+?MQHQ;v- hbBM;?m lMBp2`bBiv- Ryyy39- "2BDBM;- SX_X*?BMXU2@KBH, /mx?!ibBM;?mX2/mX+MVX
JX aKBi?@*`2b2v Bb rBi? i?2 a+?QQH Q7 Ji?2KiB+b- *QKTmi2`a+B2M+2 M/ 1M;BM22`BM;- *Biv- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 GQM/QM- 1*Ro y>"-
GQM/QM- lEX U2@KBH, KtXbKBi?@+`2b2v!+BivX+XmFVX.X 62`MM/2x Bb rBi? i?2 .2T`iK2Mi Q7 h2H2KiB+b 1M;BM22`BM;-h2+?MB+H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 J/`B/- k3y9y- J/`B/- aTBMX U2@KBH,
/pB/!/BiXmTKX2bVX
;`QmTb i?i avKMi2+ i`+Fb ?p2 #22M FMQrM iQ mb2
x2`Q@/v pmHM2`#BHBiB2b i Mv TQBMi- r?B+? r2`2 b?QrM #v
avKMi2+ kyR3Ƕb Aah_ `2TQ`i (k)X JQ`2Qp2`- +v#2` i?`2ib
`2 Q7i2M ++QKTMB2/ rBi? KHB+BQmb KQiBp2b, ?+F BMiQ
;Qp2`MK2Mi M/ T`Bpi2 bvbi2Kb iQ +`BTTH2 i?2 KBHBi`v-
7Q`+2 TQHBiB+H T`Q;`2bb- BM~m2M+2 i?2 }MM+BH K`F2ib-
M/ /K;2 i?2 b2`pB+2 b2+iQ`b Q7 2+QMQKB+b (j)X am+?
+v#2` 2bTBQM;2- r`7`2 M/ i2``Q`BbK ?p2 T`QpQF2/
+QMbB/2`#H2 H`K (9)X
hQ `2/m+2 i?2 `BbF-  p`B2iv Q7 b2+m`Biv K2bm`2b `2
;Bp2M- 2X;X }`2rHH- BMi`mbBQM /2i2+iBQM bvbi2K UA.aV- M/
BMi`mbBQM T`2p2MiBQM bvbi2K UASaVX lMHBF2 i?2b2 iQQHb
KBMHv #2BM; mb2/ iQ T`2p2Mi ii+FBM;-  ?QM2vTQi
Bb  bT2+B}+ b2+m`Biv 7+BHBiv i?i BKb iQ HHQr #2BM;
ii+F2/ 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 bim/vBM; i?2 +`2iBQM Q7 i?2
?+F2` +QKKmMBiv #v K2Mb Q7 /p2`iBbBM;f2tTQbBM; Bib
BM7Q`KiBQM bvbi2Kb `2bQm`+2 iQ Hm`2 mMmi?Q`Bx2/ M/
BHHB+Bi ++2bb (8)X "2bB/2b i?2 +Tim`2/ /i [mMiBiv- i?2
/i [mHBiv Bb M 2p2M KQ`2 bB;MB}+Mi bT2+i- r?B+? rBHH
;`2iHv BKT+i i?2 ii+F BMp2biB;iBQMX qBi? `2;`/ iQ i?2
p`B2iv Q7 ii+F ivT2b (e) M/ i?2 +QKTH2tBiv Q7 ii+F
b+2M`BQb (d)- i?2 KmHiB@/BK2MbBQMH +`Bi2`B #b2/ ii+F
T`Q}HBM; M/ 7Q`2MbB+b `2 TT2HBM; (3)X 6Q` 2tKTH2- 
ivTB+H ..Qa ii+F iF2b  HQi Q7 +QKT`QKBb2/ ?Qbib iQ
HmM+? +QM+m``2Mi ++2bb iQ i?2 i`;2i b2`p2` i?i rBHH
`2bmHi BM  .2MBH Q7 a2`pB+2c  TQ`i@b+M ii+F +M mb2
QMHv QM2 ii+F ?Qbi #mi +M BMpQHp2  H`;2 MmK#2` Q7
pB+iBK ?Qbib- ?Qr2p2`- Bi /Q2b HBiiH2 ?`K iQ i?2 pB+iBKbc 
FBM/ Q7 #mz2` Qp2`~Qr ii+F +M HHQr i?2 /p2`b`v iQ
#`2F BMiQ i?2 pB+iBK ?Qbi #v 2tTHQBiBM; i?2 pmHM2`#BHBiB2b-
r?B+? rBHH #2 ?`K7mH #2+mb2 i?2 ii+F2` +M ++2bb
i?2 pB+iBKǶb /i M/ 2p2M +M +QMi`QH i?2 pB+iBK iQ
+``v Qmi 7m`i?2` ii+Fc  KHr`2 +M bT`2/ QM i?2
AMi2`M2i M/ BM72+i HH i?2 pB+iBKb- r?B+? Kv +mb2
 +ibi`QT?2 ;HQ#HHv- 2X;X i?2 qMM*`v `MbQKr`2
(N)X aQ i?2 +?HH2M;2 Bb i?i  ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K b?QmH/
#2 +T#H2 Q7 2{+B2MiHv 722/BM; i?2 /p2`b`v rBi? i?2
TT`QT`Bi2 `2bQm`+2 /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 ii+F ivT2 7Q` i?2
Tm`TQb2 Q7 +Tim`BM; ?B;? [mHBiv /iX
>Qr2p2`- KQbi ?QM2vTQib `2 QMHv TbbBp2Hv `2+2BpBM;
ii+F /i (Ry)- M/ KQ`2 T`2+Bb2Hv- i?2v H+F  b2MbB#BHBiv
7Q` 7mHHv B/2MiB7vBM; M/ /BbiBM;mBb?BM; i?2 p`BQmb ii+F
/i M/ b+2M`BQbX .2bTBi2  MmK#2` Q7 T`QTQbHb
T`QpB/BM; bQK2 /i +QMi`QH U?QM2vrHH (RR)- ?QM2v#`B/
;i2rv (Rk)- ?QM2vT`Qtv (Rj)V M/ `2bQm`+2 ?B2``+?v
U?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQib (R9)Ĝ(Re)V BM Q`/2` iQ //`2bb i?2
T`Q#H2K- i?2v `2 K2`2Hv +b2@#v@+b2 M/ QM2@bB/2/
bQHmiBQMbX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- bQK2 +QmMi2`K2bm`2b- 2X;X
k/vMKB+ /2THQvK2Mi (Rd)- BMi2`2biBM; i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM
(R3)- mMBMi2`2biBM; i`{+ `2/m+iBQM (RN) 2i+X- `2 p2`v
mb27mH iQ 2M?M+2 i?2 /i [mHBivX "mi +m``2Mi ?QM2vTQib
Q7i2M 2Bi?2` B;MQ`2 T`QpB/BM; +QmMi2`K2bm`2b Q` #`2Hv
Qz2` bBKTH2 QM2bX "2bB/2b- i?2 KMBTmHiBQM QM i?2 ii+F
~Qr M/ i?2 ?QM2vTQi `2bQm`+2b b?QmH/ #2 bi2Hi?v M/
mM/2i2+i#H2 iQ i?2 /p2`b`v- Qi?2`rBb2 i?2 7m`i?2` /i
+Tim`2 rBHH 7BH (ky)- (kR)X
h?2`27Q`2-  ivT2 Q7 2{+B2Mi ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K- r?2`2#v
i?2 ii+F +iBpBiB2b +M #2 b2MbBiBp2Hv +HbbB}2/ M/
T`Q+2bb2/ BM }M2@;`BM2/ rvb- M/ i?2M +QMbmK2/ #v
i?2 mMT2`+2Bp2/ ?QM2vTQi `2bQm`+2 rBi? TT`QT`Bi2
+QmMi2`K2bm`2b Bb ?B;?Hv M22/2/ (kk)X L2p2`i?2H2bb- i?2
2tBbiBM; ?QM2vTQi bvbi2Kb `2 MQi #H2 iQ T`QpB/2 i?Bb
FBM/ Q7 +QKT`2?2MbBp2M2bb- #2+mb2 i?2`2 Bb  H+F Q7
`+?Bi2+im`2 i?i +M 7+BHBii2 i?2 HH@`QmM/ ?QM2vTQi
/2bB;MX AM (kj)- i?2 mi?Q`b B/2MiB}2/ i?2 irQ F2`M2H
?QM2vTQi 2H2K2Mib, /2+Qv M/ +TiQ`- r?B+? +M +QKTQb2
i?2 ?QM2vTQi BM7`bi`m+im`2 `2bQm`+2 2bb2MiBHHv- #mi i?2
2tBbiBM; ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2b Q7i2M Tv H2bb ii2MiBQM
QM i?2 +TiQ`- r?B+? ;`2iHv `2bi`B+ib i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv Q7
2M?M+BM; i?2 ?B;?@[mHBiv /i +Tim`2 Ub22 i?2 7QHHQrBM;
+b2 RVX
hF2 i?2 }b?BM; i`T b  K2iT?Q` Q7 ?QM2vTQib,
• *b2 R, i?2 ?QQF rBi? #Bi +M +i+? MBp2 M/ ;`22/v
}b? UHBF2 b+`BTi FB//B2bV- #mi T`Q##Hv rBHH 7BH iQ
+Tim`2 bQT?BbiB+i2/ }b? UHBF2 /pM+2/ ?+F2`bVc
• *b2 k, b2T`i2 i?2 #Bi 7`QK i?2 ?QQF- M/ Tmi Bi
BMiQ  M2i- r?B+? rBHH #2 KQ`2 +Qp2`i- M/ HbQ rBHH
?p2 ?B;?2` }b? +Tim`2 2{+B2M+vX
PM+2 i?2 ?QM2vTQi BM7`bi`m+im`2 Bb /BpB/2/- i?2
`+?Bi2+im`2 Q7i2M M22/b M Q`+?2bi`iQ` iQ 2M#H2 i?2K iQ
+QQT2`i2X aQ- i?Bb `2b2`+? rQ`FǶb Q#D2+iBp2 Bb iQ T`QTQb2
M 2{+B2Mi ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2 i?i +M Q`+?2bi`i2
i?2 irQ 2bb2MiBH BM7`bi`m+im`2b bQ b iQ 2M#H2 i?2
HH@`QmM/ ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K /2bB;M iQ biBb7v i?2 b2MbB#BHBiv-
+QmMi2`K2bm`2 M/ bi2Hi? 7Q` p`BQmb `2[mB`2K2Mib rBi?
i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 +Tim`BM; ?B;?@[mHBiv ii+F /iX h?2
+QMi`B#miBQMb Q7 i?Bb TT2` +M #2 bmKK`Bx2/ b 7QHHQrb,
• M 2{+B2Mi ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2- MK2Hv
>QM2v.P*- +QMbBbiBM; Q7 i?`22 KQ/mH2b- BX2X
.2+Qv- P`+?2bi`iQ` M/ *TiQ`- Bb T`QTQb2/ iQ
+QQ`/BMi2 i?2K bQ b iQ 2M#H2 HH@`QmM/ /2bB;M 7Q`
i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 ?B;?@[mHBiv ii+F /i +Tim`2X
•  a.L@2M#H2/ ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K Bb /2bB;M2/ mTQM
i?2 T`QTQb2/ `+?Bi2+im`2X a.LǶb T`Q;`KK#BHBiv
M/ b2T`i2/ THM2b 7mHHv biBb}2b i?2 `2[mB`2K2Mi
Q7 7+BHBiiBM; i?2 i?`22 bB;MB}+Mi 72im`2b- BX2X
b2MbB#BHBiv- +QmMi2`K2bm`2 M/ bi2Hi?- M/ KF2b
i?2 bvbi2K 2ti2M/#H2 b r2HH bQ i?i Bi Bb 7+BH2 iQ
/2p2HQT M2r 7mM+iBQMb M/ BMi2;`i2 2ti2`MH i?B`/
T`iv +QKTQM2MibX
•  S`QQ7@Q7@*QM+2Ti bvbi2K Bb BKTH2K2Mi2/ BM i2`Kb
Q7 i?2 a.L@2M#H2/ ?QM2vTQi /2bB;M- r?B+? Bb mb2/
iQ pHB/i2 i?2 T`QTQb2/ ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2- M/
HbQ- bQK2 2tT2`BK2Mib `2 +QM/m+i2/ 7Q` 2pHmiBM;
i?2 72im`2b Q7 i?2 T`QiQivT2X
h?2 Q`;MBxiBQM Q7 i?Bb TT2` Bb b 7QHHQrb,
a2+iBQM k `2pB2rb `2Hi2/ rQ`Fc a2+iBQM j T`2b2Mib i?2
+QM+2TimH ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2c a2+iBQM 9 T`QTQb2b
i?2 a.L@2M#H2/ ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K `+?Bi2+im`2c a2+iBQM
8 /2b+`B#2b  T`QQ7@Q7@+QM+2Ti BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 i?2
?QM2vTQi bvbi2Kc a2+iBQM e /2KQMbi`i2b i?2 bvbi2K
2pHmiBQM M/ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHibc a2+iBQM d KF2b
 +QM+HmbBQM M/ bm;;2bib bQK2 7mim`2 rQ`FX
AAX _2Hi2/ qQ`F
h?Bb b2+iBQM `2pB2rb i?2 +QMp2MiBQMH M/ a.L@2M#H2/
?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2bX AM i?2 7QHHQrBM; +QMi2Mi- i?2
+`QMvKb- GA>- JA> M/ >A> U`272` iQ bm#b2+iBQM AAA@ 7Q`
/2}MBiBQMbV- biM/ 7Q` HQr@BMi2`+iBQM- K2/BmK@BMi2`+iBQM
M/ ?B;?@BMi2`+iBQM ?QM2vTQi `2bT2+iBp2HvX
X *QMp2MiBQMH ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2b
h?2 >QM2vM2i S`QD2+i T`QTQb2/  b2`B2b Q7 T?vbB+H
?QM2vM2i `+?Bi2+im`2b (k9) BM+Hm/BM; :2M A- AA- AAA- r?B+?
r2`2 rB/2Hv mb2/ #v Q`;MBxiBQMbX 6Q` 2tKTH2- :2Q`;B
h2+? TTHB2/ i?2 :2M A ?QM2vM2i `+?Bi2+im`2 iQ KM;2
+QKT`QKBb2/ +QKTmi2`b +`Qbb i?2 +KTmb M2irQ`Fb (k8)X
h?2`27i2`- i?2 pB`imHBxiBQM i2+?MQHQ;v rb BMi`Q/m+2/
iQ 7+BHBii2 i?2 pB`imH ?QM2vM2i /2THQvK2Mi- r?B+?
KF2b QM2 T?vbB+H ?Qbi `mMMBM; KmHiBTH2 ;m2bib (ke)Ĝ(k3)X
>Qr2p2`- i?Bb i`/BiBQMH ?QM2vM2i `+?Bi2+im`2 H+Fb i?2
+T#BHBiv Q7 H`;2@b+H2 /2THQvK2MiX AM kyye-  ?v#`B/
?QM2vTQi 7`K2rQ`F rb T`QTQb2/ (R9)- r?B+? BMi2;`i2/
i?2 7KQmb HQr@BMi2`+iBQM pB`imH ?QM2vTQi 7`K2rQ`F
>QM2v/ (kN) rBi? i?2 :2M AAA ?QM2vM2i `+?Bi2+im`2 7Q`
BKT`QpBM; A.ab iQ T`Qi2+i HQ+H T`Q/m+iBQM M2irQ`FbX
J2Mr?BH2-  MmK#2` Q7 ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQib 2K2`;2/ (R8)-
(R3)- (jy) bBM+2 i?2v +M +QHH2+i /ib2ib QM #Qi? Q7 /2iBH2/
ii+F T`Q+2bb2b M/ H`;2 M2irQ`F bT+2 +Qp2`;2X
KQM; i?2b2 ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2b- i?2 i`{+
`2/B`2+iBQM K2+?MBbK Bb BK2/ iQ +QMM2+i i?2 7`QMi2M/b
M/ i?2 #+F2M/bX Ai Bb mb2/ iQ }Hi2` M/ `2/B`2+i i?2
BMi2`2biBM; i`{+ BMiQ i?2 >A> 7Q` BM@/2Ti? MHvbBbX
h?2 ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi 7`K2rQ`F (R9) bBKTHv mb2/ i?2
>QM2v/Ƕb #mBHi@BM MQM@i`MbT`2Mi T`Qtv iQ `2/B`2+i i?2
i`{+ BMiQ >A>bX .m2 iQ i?2 7+i i?i i?Bb TT`Q+?
H+Fb  i`{+ }Hi2`BM; K2+?MBbK- i?2 #+F2M/b +M #2
~QQ/2/ #v BMpHB/ /i 2bBHvX HbQ- i?2 MQM@i`MbT`2Mi
T`Qtv TT`Q+? ?b i?2 B/2MiB+H@}M;2`T`BMi T`Q#H2K
bBM+2 i?2 7`QMi2M/b M/ #+F2M/b bbB;M2/ rBi? /Bz2`2Mi
AS //`2bb2bX aQK2 Qi?2` ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQib (jy)- (jR)
mb2/ :_1 imMM2H iQ `2/B`2+i i?2 i`{+- #mi i?2
B/2MiB+H@}M;2`T`BMi T`Q#H2K #2ir22M i?2 7`QMi2M/b M/
#+F2M/b rb biBHH mMbQHp2/- M/ HH i`{+ rb K2`2Hv
i`2i2/ #v i?2 7`QMi2M/ rBi? irQ +Q`b2@;`BM2/ KQ/2b,
/Bb+`/ Q` 7Q`r`/X AMbi2/- BM (Rk)- (R3)- i?2 h*S
+QMM2+iBQM `2THv TT`Q+? rb TTHB2/ 7Q` 7+BHBiiBM; i?2
+QMM2+iBQM KB;`iBQM 7`QK GA>b iQ >A>bX AM T`iB+mH`-
i?2 i`MbT`2Mi >QM2v#`B/ T`Qtvf;i2rv rb T`QTQb2/
BM (Rk)- r?2`2 i?2 mi?Q` mb2/ i?2 HB#M2i}Hi2`n[m2m2 (jk)
iQ T`Q+2bb T+F2ib- bQ i?i b2+m`Biv `2b2`+?2`b +M ;BM
jBMbB;?i BMiQ i?2 i2+?MB+H /2iBHX >Qr2p2`- i?2v /B/MǶi
//`2bb i?2 B/2MiB+H@}M;2`T`BMi T`Q#H2KX
Gi2`- bQK2 bQHmiBQMb r2`2 T`2b2Mi2/ iQ //`2bb i?2
B/2MiB+H@}M;2`T`BMi T`Q#H2K #b2/ QM i?2 i`MbT`2Mi
>QM2v#`B/ ;i2rvX G2M;v2H 2i HX T`QTQb2/  ?v#`B/
?QM2vM2ib `+?Bi2+im`2 MK2Hv oJA@>QM2vKQM (jj)X Ai
mb2/ b2T`i2 M2irQ`F #`B/;2b iQ BbQHi2 i?2 Q`B;BMH
oJ M/ Bib +HQM2b i?i `2iBMb i?2 B/2MiB+H J*
M/ AS //`2bbX h?2 mi?Q`b #2HB2p2/ i?Bb K2i?Q/ +M
pQB/ i?2 J* M/ AS +QHHBbBQM- 2p2M i?Qm;? i?2
+HQM2b bbB;M2/ rBi? i?2 bK2 }M;2`T`BMib `2 TH+2/
QM i?2 bK2 M2irQ`FX 6M 2i HX (j9)- (j8) T`QTQb2/ 
/vMKB+ ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K BMi2M/BM; iQ //`2bb
i?2 B/2MiB+H@}M;2`T`BMi T`Q#H2K- ?Qr2p2` i?Bb M22/b i?2
?QM2vTQib iQ #2 7`2[m2MiHv brBi+?2/ QM M/ QzX
"X a.L@2M#H2/ ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2b
aQ7ir`2 /2}M2/ M2irQ`FBM; Ua.LV BKb iQ b2T`i2
i?2 bvbi2K i?i /2i2`KBM2b i?2 /B`2+iBQM Q7 i`{+ U+QMi`QH
THM2V 7`QK i?2 mM/2`HvBM; bvbi2Kb i?i 7Q`r`/ i`{+ iQ
i?2 b2H2+i2/ /2biBMiBQM U/i THM2VX >2M+2- i?2 +T#BHBiv
Q7 ~Qr +QMi`QH Bb i?2 BMMi2 /pMi;2 Q7 a.LX h?2
T`Q;`KK#H2 a.L@#b2/ M2irQ`F +M HHQr i?2 bvbi2K
/KBMBbi`iQ` iQ /vMKB+HHv +QM};m`2 i?2 /i THM2
++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 `2[mB`2K2Mib (je)X h?2 a.L i2+?MQHQ;v
`2 H`2/v rB/2Hv mb2/ BM i?2 }2H/ Q7 M2irQ`F b2+m`Biv Q7
/Bbi`B#mi2/ bvbi2Kb (jd)Ĝ(jN)X
AM `2+2Mi v2`b- b2p2`H a.L@2M#H2/ ?QM2vTQi bvbi2Kb
?p2 #22M T`QTQb2/X >Q;JT (9y) Bb  +QHH#2`iBp2
?QM2vTQi bvbi2K 2bb2MiBHHvX Ai /QTib a.L i2+?MQHQ;v
iQ bBKTHB7v K`F2iTH+2 +QQ`/BMiBQM +`Qbb /Bz2`2Mi
/QKBMb iQ T`iB+BTi2 BM >Q;JT- p`BQmb T`QpB/2`b rBi?
/Bp2`b2 M2irQ`F `+?Bi2+im`2b QMHv M22/ iQ #2 2[mBTT2/
rBi? M PT2M6HQr brBi+? M/ i?2 >Q;JT@+2`iB}2/ a.L
TTHB+iBQMb- r?B+? 2M#H2 i?2 T`QpB/2` iQ T`iB+BTi2
BM p`BQmb b2`pB+2b M/ T2`7Q`K Dmbi@BM@iBK2 +iBQMb iQ
7Q`r`/ i`{+ rBi?Qmi KMmH +QM};m`iBQMX >Q;JT
mb2b  T+F2i `2THv #b2/ b2bbBQM KB;`iBQM K2+?MBbKX
"mi Bi /B/ MQi /2b+`B#2 ?Qr iQ T`QpB/2 bi2Hi?- BX2X ?Qr
iQ bQHp2 i?2 B/2MiB+H@}M;2`T`BMi T`Q#H2KX
>QM2vJBt (9R) Bb MQi?2` BMi2`2biBM; a.L@#b2/
BMi2HHB;2Mi ?QM2vM2i- r?B+? mb2/ iQ bBKmHiM2QmbHv
2bi#HBb? KmHiBTH2 +QMM2+iBQMb rBi?  b2i Q7 ?QM2vTQib
M/ b2H2+i i?2 KQbi /2bB`#H2 +QMM2+iBQM iQ BMbTB`2
ii+F2`b iQ `2KBM +QMM2+i2/X h?2 +QM7mbBQM Bb r?2i?2`
i?2 ?QM2vTQib +QMiBMBM; i?2 bK2 b2`pB+2b mb2 i?2 i?2
B/2MiB+H }M;2`T`BMiX lMH2bb i?2 bvbi2K //`2bb2/ i?Bb
Bbbm2- Q` 2Hb2 Bi Kv 7BH iQ TBT2 i?2 +QMM2+iBQM #2ir22M i?2
?QM2vTQi M/ i?2 brBi+? iQ i?2 QM2 #2ir22M i?2 brBi+?
M/ i?2 ii+F2`X
>QM2vS`Qtv (Rj) T`QTQb2/ i?2 2bb2MiBH +QKTQM2Mi mb2/
BM >QM2vJBtX h?2 T`Qtv KQ/mH2 /Bbi`B#mi2b i?2 `2[m2bib
M/ b2H2+ib i?2 KQbi TT`QT`Bi2 `2bTQMb2 7Q` i?2 ii+F2`
iQ BMi2`+i rBi?X AM Q`/2` iQ /2HBp2` KHB+BQmb i`{+ iQ
`2H2pMi ?QM2vTQib M/ b2H2+i i?2 KQbi TT`QT`Bi2 `2THv
7`QK KmHiBTH2 `2bTQMb2b Q7 i?2 ?QM2vTQib- i?2 mi?Q`b
/2bB;M2/ i?`22 KQ/2b, h`MbT`2Mi JQ/2 Uh@JQ/2V iQ
7Q`r`/ i?2 b+MMBM; Q` HQ;BM ii2KTib iQ M A.a 2[mBT2/
GA>c JmHiB+bi JQ/2 UJ@JQ/2V iQ /2HBp2`v i?2 TvHQ/
T+F2i iQ HH bbQ+Bi2/ ?QM2vTQib M/ /2i2`KBM2 i?2
#2bi `2THv `2bTQM/BM; i?2 ii+F2` BM Q`/2` iQ +QmMi2`+i
}M;2`T`BMiBM; ii+Fbc _2Hv JQ/2 U_@JQ/2V iQ KBMiBM
M 2t+HmbBp2 +QMM2+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 ii+F2` M/ i?2 >A>X
h?Bb TT`Q+? +M 2z2+iBp2Hv KM;2 i?2 +QMM2+iBQM M/
T`QpB/2 TT`QT`Bi2 `2THvX >Qr2p2`- #2+mb2 >QM2vS`Qtv
`2T`2b2Mib i?2 r?QH2 ?QM2vM2i b  #H+F#Qt i?i `mMb
KMv pmH2`M#H2 b2`pB+2b- i?2 KDQ` /`r#+F Bb i?i
i?2 >QM2vS`Qtv Bb  MQM@i`MbT`2Mi T`Qtv ?B/BM; HH Bib
BMM2` BM/BpB/mH bKHH ?QM2vTQib Qi?2` i?M 2tTQb2b i?2K
/B`2+iHvX PM2 bvbi2K BMpQHpBM; KMv pmHM2`#H2 b2`pB+2b
T`Q##Hv rBHH +mb2 i?2 /p2`b`vǶb bmbT2MbBQM- i?2`2#v Bi
/BbQ#2vb i?2 T`BM+BTH2 Q7 rB/2 /i +Tim`2 M/ bi2Hi?v
/i +QMi`QHX
AM (9k)- M BMi2HHB;2Mi ?QM2vM2i `+?Bi2+im`2 #b2/ QM
i?2 a.a 7`K2rQ`F (9j) Bb T`QTQb2/- 2M#HBM; ~2tB#H2
/2THQvK2Mi M/ /vMKB+ T`QpBbBQMBM; Qp2` L2irQ`F
6mM+iBQM oB`imHBxiBQM AM7`bi`m+im`2 UL6oAVX h?Bb TT2`
7Q+mb2b QM KB;`iBM; `2bQm`+2b ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 rQ`FHQ/b
Q7 2+? ?QM2vTQi M/ TQr2` Qz mMmb2/ KQ/mH2b- r?B+? Bb
 FBM/ Q7 +QmMi2`K2bm`2 i?i BM+`2b2b i?2 +Qbi@2{+B2M+v
Q7 i?2 ?QM2vTQi `2bQm`+2X >Qr2p2`- i?i Bb MQi i?2
2bb2MiBH Bbbm2 BM ?QM2vTQi `2b2`+? +QMi2tiX h?2 /2bB;M
Q7 i?2 i`{+ 7Q`r`/BM; +QKTQM2Mi Bb mM+H2`, B7 Bi Bb
MQM@i`MbT`2Mi- i?2M Bi ?b i?2 bBKBH` T`Q#H2K rBi?
>QM2vS`Qtv r?2M /vMKB+HHv /BbTi+?BM; i?2 i`{+c A7 Bi
Bb i`MbT`2Mi- i?2M Bi H+Fb i?2 rv Q7 T`QpB/BM; bi2Hi?v
i`{+ M/ `2bQm`+2 KB;`iBQMX
AAAX >QM2v.P* `+?Bi2+im`2
h?2 >QM2v.P* /2+QmTH2b i?2 *TiQ` M/ i?2 .2+Qv
7`QK i?2 `+?Bi2+im`H TQBMi Q7 pB2r- M/ #v mbBM; i?2
P`+?2bi`iQ` iQ +QQ`/BMi2 i?2K- Bi +M 2{+B2MiHv 2M#H2
HH@`QmM/ ?QM2vTQi /2bB;MX q2 H`2/v MQiB+2/ i?i i?2
/Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M  ?QM2vTQi M/  pmHM2`#H2 bvbi2K
Bb i?i  ?QM2vTQi Kmbi #2 i`mbi2/ #mi  pmHM2`#H2
bvbi2K Bb mMi`mbi2/X aQ- ?QM2vTQi Kmbi ?p2 bQK2
b2+m`Biv T`Q;`K iQ KF2 Bi i`mbi2/X AM (kk)- i?2 mi?Q`
b?Qr2/ i?i i?2 b2+m`Biv H2p2H b?QmH/ #2 2M?M+2/ HQM;
rBi? i?2 BMi2`+iBQM H2p2H BM +QMi2ti Q7 ?QM2vTQiX h?2
TT2` (kj) b2T`i2/ i?2 +TiQ` 7`QK i?2 /2+Qv- M/
i?2 +TiQ` +imHHv `2T`2b2Mib i?2 b2+m`Biv T`Q;`K BM
+QMi2ti Q7 ?QM2vTQiX >Qr2p2`- /m`BM; i?2 Tbi v2`b
Q7 ?QM2vTQi /2p2HQTK2Mi- i?2 +TiQ` ?b MQi `2+2Bp2/
2MQm;? ii2MiBQM- M/ i?2 T`QTQbHb r2`2 Q7i2M 7i /2+Qv
M/ i?BM +TiQ` bQHmiBQMb- M/ BM KQbi +b2b- i?2v r2`2
MQi /2+QmTH2/ M/ i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 i?2 +TiQ` Bb Q7i2M
Qp2`HQQF2/ Ub22 +b2 R Q7 i?2 K2iT?Q` BM i?2 AMi`Q/m+iBQM
b2+iBQMVX "mi i?2 7+i Bb i?i i?2 +TiQ` Bb THvBM; M
BM+`2bBM;Hv BKTQ`iMi `QH2 BM U?B;?@[mHBivV /i +Tim`2X
S`2pBQmbHv- i?2`2 rb MQ ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2 T`QTQbH
2M/Q`bBM; i?2 +TiQ` iQ ?p2  T22` biimb rBi? i?2 /2+Qv-
r?B+? BM2pBi#Hv `2bmHi2/ BM i?2 r2F Q` HBKBi2/ +TiQ`
7mM+iBQMHBiv BM i?2 ?QM2vTQiX
h?2`27Q`2- i?2 /2+QmTH2/ .2+Qv M/ *TiQ` +M mMH2b?
i?2 TQr2` Q7 i?2 +TiQ` 7Q` b2`pBM; i?2 ?B;?@[mHBiv /i
9+Tim`2- K2Mr?BH2- i?2 /2+QmTHBM; #`BM;b #2M2}ib iQ i?2
.2+Qv b r2HH- bBM+2 Bi +M #2 KQ`2 ~2tB#H2 M/ /Bp2`b2
QM+2 Bi H2p2b i?2 +QMbi`BMib Q7 i?2 *TiQ`X HbQ- i?2
/2+QmTHBM; Bb i?2 #bBb 7Q` ~2tB#Hv +QK#BMBM; i?2 .2+Qv
M/ *TiQ` iQ T2`7Q`K  TQr2`7mH ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K Ub22
+b2 k Q7 i?2 K2iT?Q` BM i?2 AMi`Q/m+iBQM b2+iBQMVX LQr
i?i i?2 *TiQ` M/ .2+Qv `2 /2+QmTH2/- QM QM2 ?M/-
i?2v +M #2 /2p2HQT2/ `2bT2+iBp2Hv M/ i?2B` +T#BHBiv
+M #2 mT/i2/ BM/2T2M/2MiHvX PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- i?2v
+M #2 +QK#BM2/ iQ;2i?2` BM /Bz2`2Mi rvb bQ b iQ +``v
Qmi KQ`2 TQr2`7mH 7mM+iBQMHBiB2bX >Qr2p2`- iQ 7+BHBii2
i?2 +QK#BMiBQM Bb MQi M 2bv ibF- r?B+? BMpQHp2b
DQ# /BbTi+?- 7mM+iBQM BMi2`+iBQM- 2i+X bQ i?2M  M2r
bB;MB}+Mi KQ/mH2 MK2/ P`+?2bi`iQ` Bb ?B;?Hv M22/2/
7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 +QQ`/BMiBM; i?2 irQ KQ/mH2b iQ `mM




























6B;X RX M Qp2`pB2r Q7 i?2 >QM2v.P* `+?Bi2+im`2
aQ- r2 T`QTQb2  MQp2H ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K `+?Bi2+im`2
Ub22 6B;X RV i?i /2+QmTH2b i?2 .2+Qv M/ *TiQ` BMiQ
irQ b2T`i2 KQ/mH2b- r?2`2 i?2v rBHH ?p2 M 2[mHHv
BKTQ`iMi biimb- M/ i?2v `2 +QQ`/BMi2/ #v i?2
P`+?2bi`iQ` KQ/mH2 bQ b iQ rQ`F i?2K iQ;2i?2` BM  KQ`2
2{+B2Mi rvX AM i?2 7QHHQrBM; bm#b2+iBQMb- 2+? KQ/mH2 Bb
/2b+`B#2/ BM /2iBH `2bT2+iBp2HvX
X h?2 .2+Qv KQ/mH2
h?2 .2+Qv KQ/mH2 Bb `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` T`QpBbBQMBM;
M/ /2THQvBM; i?2 ?QM2vTQibf?QM2vM2i Qp2` i?2 /2+Qv
BM7`bi`m+im`2X h?2 /2+Qv BM7`bi`m+im`2 b?QmH/ #2 #H2 iQ
?Qbi i?2 /2THQvK2Mi Q7 /Bz2`2Mi ivT2b Q7 /2+QvX HbQ- Bi
M22/b iQ 2tTQb2 Bib SA i?i i?2 P`+?2bi`iQ` KQ/mH2 +M
+HHX b i?2 +QMp2MiBQMH ?QM2vTQib Q7i2M /Q MQi /2+QmTH2
i?2 /2+Qv M/ i?2 +TiQ`- r2 mb2 ǳ/2+QvǴ M/ ǳ?QM2vTQiǴ
BMi2`+?M;2#Hv BM i?Bb bm#b2+iBQMX
i T`2b2Mi-  ;`2i MmK#2` Q7 /2/B+i2/ ?QM2vTQi
bQ7ir`2b ?p2 #22M /2p2HQT2/ (Ry)- r?B+? +M #2 `Qm;?Hv
+HbbB}2/ BMiQ i?`22 +i2;Q`B2b BM i2`Kb Q7 i?2 BMi2`+iBQM
H2p2HbX  HQr@BMi2`+iBQM ?QM2vTQi UGA>V Bb  T`Q;`K i?i
2KmHi2b i?2 T`QiQ+QHb Q7 M QT2`iBM; bvbi2K UPaV- #mi
rBi?  HBKBi2/ bm#b2i Q7 i?2 7mHH 7mM+iBQMHBivX 6Q` 2tKTH2-
>QM2v/ (kN) +M 2KmHi2 KmHiBTH2 /2+Qvb bBKmHiM2QmbHv
iQ KQMBiQ` i?2 mMmi?Q`Bx2/ i`{+X  K2/BmK@BMi2`+iBQM
?QM2vTQi UJA>V +M T`QpB/2 Km+? KQ`2 BMi2`+iBQMX Ai
+M Q7i2M 2KmHi2  p`B2iv Q7 pmHM2`#H2 b2`pB+2b #b2/
QM i?2 h*SfAS M2irQ`F bi+Fb i?i `2 BKTH2K2Mi2/
M/ KM;2/ #v i?2 mM/2`HvBM; PaX >Qr2p2`- i?2 JA>b-
2X;X .BQM2 (99)- QMHv 2KmHi2 r2HH@FMQrM pmHM2`#BHBiB2b
M/ +Tim`2 KHB+BQmb i`{+ ++2bbBM; iQ i?2KX 
;2MmBM2 +QKTmi2` bvbi2K `mMMBM; b  ?QM2vTQi Bb +HH2/
?B;?@BMi2`+iBQM ?QM2vTQi U>A>V- bBM+2 Bi +M T`QpB/2 
7mHHv 7mM+iBQMH Pa 7Q` ii+FBM;X lbBM; >A>b- b2+m`Biv
`2b2`+?2`b +M +Tim`2 MQi QMHv i?2 M2irQ`F +iBpBiv- #mi
HbQ i?2 bvbi2K +iBpBivX h?2 HBKBiiBQM Q7 >A>b Bb i?2
`2bQm`+2 +QMbmKTiBQM 7Q` H`;2@b+H2 /2THQvK2MiX h?Qm;?
i?2 /2/B+i2/ ?QM2vTQib `2 2z2+iBp2 7Q` K22iBM; bBM;H2
+`Bi2`BQM- i?2v `2 /B{+mHi iQ biBb7v KmHiBTH2 +`Bi2`B- bBM+2
i?2v `2 2Bi?2` 2tT2MbBp2 BM b+H#BHBiv U>A>bV Q` ?`/ BM
+QHH2+iBM; i?2 /2iBH2/ ii+FBM; /i UJA>b M/ GA>bVX
h?2`27Q`2- Qm` .2+Qv KQ/mH2 BKb iQ ?Qbi i?`22 ivT2b Q7
/2+QvbX b KmHiBTH2 /2+Qvb +M #2 /2THQv2/ b  ?QM2vM2i
#v 7QHHQrBM;  +2`iBM M2irQ`F iQTQHQ;v- i?Bb KQ/mH2
b?QmH/ HbQ HHQr iQ /2THQv `#Bi``v ?QM2vM2iX h?2 ii+F
/i ~Qr ;Q2b i?`Qm;? i?2 /2+Qv BM7`bi`m+im`2- M/ i?2
ii+F /i b?QmH/ #2 +Tim`2/ bQ b iQ vB2H/ i?2 ?QM2vTQi
HQ; r?B+? i?2M rBHH #2 i`Mb72``2/ iQ i?2 *TiQ` KQ/mH2X
aQK2 ii+F /i rBHH +mb2 bvbi2K 2p2Mi i?i rBHH #2 b2Mi
iQ i?2 P`+?2bi`iQ` KQ/mH2X
"X h?2 *TiQ` KQ/mH2
h?2 *TiQ` KQ/mH2 Bb BM +?`;2 Q7 T`QpB/BM; i?2
7mM+iBQMHBiB2b i?i +M #2 TTHB2/ iQ i?2 ii+F /iX h?Bb
KQ/mH2 +QKT`Bb2b i?`22 #bB+ bm#KQ/mH2b, /i +Tim`2-
/i +QMi`QH- M/ /i MHvbBbX L2p2`i?2H2bb- i?2 ;QH Bb
iQ ?p2 M 2ti2M/#H2 KQ/mH2- bQ i?2 bm#KQ/mH2 Bb MQi
HBKBi2/ iQ i?2 #Qp2 i?`22 QM2bX
RV .i *Tim`2, h?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 /i +Tim`2 Bb iQ HQ;
HH i?2 BMi`mbBQM 2p2Mib M/ KHB+BQmb #2?pBQ`b 7Q` Hi2`
BMp2biB;iBQMX Ai Bb  +QKTmHbQ`v 7mM+iBQMHBiv- bQ Mv ivT2
Q7 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K Kmbi ?p2 i?Bb 7mM+iBQMHBivX h?`22
+`BiB+H Hv2`b Q7 .i *Tim`2 r2`2 B/2MiB}2/, }`2rHH
HQ;b UBM#QmM/ M/ Qmi#QmM/ +QMM2+iBQMbV- M2irQ`F i`{+
U2p2`v T+F2i M/ Bib TvHQ/ b Bi 2Mi2`b Q` H2p2b i?2
?QM2vTQiV- bvbi2K +iBpBiv Uii+F2` F2vbi`QF2- bvbi2K
+HH- KQ/B}2/ }H2b- 2i+XVX h?2 KQ`2 /i M/ i?2 ?B;?2`
[mHBiv Q7 i?2 /i r?B+? i?2 ?QM2vTQi +M +Tim`2- i?2
#2ii2` i?2 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K BbX
kV .i *QMi`QH, h?2 /i +QMi`QH 7mM+iBQMHBiv Bb
BK2/ iQ +QM/m+i i?2 ii+F ~Qr ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2
?QM2vTQiǶb BMi2MiBQM BMbi2/ Q7 i?2 ii+F2`ǶbX aQ- Bi Q7i2M
M22/b iQ #2 bi2Hi?v M/ i`MbT`2Mi iQ i?2 ii+F2`X
h?2 /i +QMi`QH +imHHv T`QpB/2b i?2 +QmMi2`K2bm`2b
;BMbi i?2 BMi`mbBQMX 6Q` i?2 BM#QmM/ ii+F ~Qr- Bi +M
/Bb+`/ i?2 mMBMi2`2biBM; /i- 7Q`r`/ i?2 BMi2`2biBM;
/i- M/ 2p2M `2/B`2+i i?2 KQbi BMi2`2biBM; /i iQ
/2/B+i2/ /2+Qv `2bQm`+2X 6Q` Qmi#QmM/ ii+F ~Qr- Bi
Bb mb2/ iQ KBiB;i2 i?2 `BbF i?i i?2 /p2`b`v mb2b
i?2 +QKT`QKBb2/ ?QM2vTQi iQ ii+F Qi?2` MQM@>QM2vTQi
bvbi2KbX Mv >A> Kmbi ?p2 i?Bb 7mM+iBQMHBivX HbQ- Bi
Bb M2+2bb`v iQ KBMBKBx2 i?2 ii+F2` Q` KHB+BQmb +Q/2
+?M+2 Q7 /2i2+iBM; BiX h?2 Qmi;QBM; /i +M #2 bBKTHv
8/`QTT2/- #mi i?2 +?HH2M;2 Bb ?Qr iQ b2i i?2 i?`2b?QH/,
i?2 KQ`2 vQm HHQr i?2 ii+F2` iQ /Q- i?2 KQ`2 vQm +M
H2`Mc ?Qr2p2`- i?2 KQ`2 vQm HHQr i?2 ii+F2` iQ /Q- i?2
KQ`2 ?`K i?2v +M TQi2MiBHHv T`Q/m+2X i T`2b2Mi- i?2`2
`2 b2p2`H Qi?2` bQHmiBQMb iQ +QMi`QH i?2 Qmi;QBM; i`{+
bm+? b i`MbT`2MiHv `2/B`2+i i?2 Qmi#QmM/ +QMM2+iBQM iQ
MQi?2` ?QM2vTQi i?i 2KmHi2b i?2 i`;2i bvbi2KX
jV .i MHvbBb, h?2 2MiB`2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 /i MHvbBb
Bb iQ MHvx2 i?2 +QHH2+i2/ /i BM Q`/2` iQ ;2i i?2
BM7Q`KiBQM Q7 i?2 ii+FX 6Q` 2tKTH2- i?`Qm;? /i
MHvbBb i?2 i2+?MB[m2 Q7 ii+F M/ i?2 /p2`b`B2b
KQiBpiBQM +QmH/ #2 `2p2H2/X h?mb- B7 i?2 /i +MMQi #2
MHvx2/- i?2 pHm2 Q7 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K rBHH #2 `2/m+2/X
h?Bb bm#KQ/mH2 +M 2KTHQv M/ BMi2;`i2 i?2 i?B`/
T`iv MHvbBb b2`pB+2X AM T`+iB+2- bQK2 /i MHvbBb
T`Q+2bb- 2X;X +QKT`2?2MbBp2 7Q`2MbB+b- +QmH/ #2 T2`7Q`K2/
#v b2+m`Biv 2tT2`ib Q` #v miQKi2/ T`Q;`KbX
*X h?2 P`+?2bi`iQ` KQ/mH2
h?2 P`+?2bi`iQ` KQ/mH2 iF2b i?2 `2bTQMbB#BHBiv Q7
+QQ`/BMiBM; i?2 Qi?2` irQ KQ/mH2b iQ rQ`F iQ;2i?2`
2{+B2MiHvX Ai +QMbBbib Q7 .2+Qv JM;2` U.JV- *TiQ`
JM;2` U*JV M/ P`+?2bi`iQ` *Q`2 UP*VX
h?2 .J +M +iBp2Hv +HH i?2 /2+Qv BM7`bi`m+im`2 SA
BM Q`/2` iQ T`QpBbBQM M/ /2THQv i?2 M22/2/ /2+Qv Q`
 M2irQ`F Q7 /2+QvbX aQ- B7 i?2 /2+Qv BM7`bi`m+im`2 Bb
/vMKB+- i?2 .J +M `2[m2bi `2/2THQvBM; i?2 /2+QvUbV QM
/2KM/ 2p2M BM `2H@iBK2X h?Bb rBHH #2 mb27mH iQ 7+BHBii2
 ivT2 Q7 +QmMi2`K2bm`2 @ /vMKB+ /2THQvK2MiX
PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- i?2 *J Bb mb2/ iQ BMi2;`i2 i?2
+TiQ` BM7`bi`m+im`2 #v +HHBM; Bib SAX h?2 *J +M
+HH i?2 +TiQ` iQ T`Q+2bb i?2 bvbi2K 2p2Mi b r2HH
b i?2 ?QM2vTQi HQ;X .Bz2`2Mi +TiQ`b ?p2 /Bz2`2Mi
7mM+iBQMHBiv- bQ i?2 *J Bb `2bTQMbB#H2 iQ 2t2+mi2 i?2 `B;?i
+HH #b2/ QM i?2 /2+BbBQM 7`QK i?2 P*X
h?2 P* Bb i?2 F2`M2H Q7 i?2 P`+?2bi`iQ` KQ/mH2X
6B`biHv- HH i?2 bvbi2K 2p2Mib rBHH #2 ?M/H2/ #v i?2
P*X h?2 bvbi2K 2p2Mib 7`QK i?2 /2+Qv BM7`bi`m+im`2
M/ i?2 +TiQ` BM7`bi`m+im`2 +M #2 /B`2+iHv b2Mi iQ
i?2 P*- r?B+? +M /BbTi+? i?2 BM#QmM/ 2p2Mib iQ
i?2 TT`QT`Bi2 +QKTQM2Mi 7Q` T`Q+2bb- M/ Bi +M HbQ
;2M2`i2 Qmi#QmM/ 2p2Mib b `2+iBQM Q` +QmMi2`K2bm`2X
a2+QM/Hv- Bi rBHH +QM/m+i i?2 BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 .J
M/ *J- b+?2/mHBM; i?2 +HH iQ i?2B` SAb BM Q`/2` iQ
T2`7Q`K i?2 M22/2/ QT2`iBQMbX
PM2 MQi2 Bb i?i i?2 ?QM2vTQi HQ; b2M/BM; 7`QK
i?2 .2+Qv KQ/mH2 iQ i?2 *TiQ` KQ/mH2 b?QmH/ MQi
`2Hv QM i?2 P`+?2bi`iQ` KQ/mH2X h?i K2Mb 2p2M
i?2`2 Bb MQ Q`+?2bi`iQ`- i?2 #bB+ ?QM2vTQi 7mM+iBQM @
/i +Tim`2 @ Bb biBHH rQ`FBM;- #mi i?2M i?2 ?QM2vTQi
bvbi2KǶb 7mM+iBQMHBiv rBHH #2 p2`v bBKTH2X aQ- rBi?Qmi
i?2 Q`+?2bi`iQ`- Bb rBHH #2 p2`v ?`/ iQ TTHv i?2 +TiQ`b
iQ i?2 ii+F /i BM Q`/2` iQ BKT`Qp2 i?2 /i [mHBivX
AoX a.L@2M#H2/ >QM2v.P* .2bB;M
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 }`bi /2}M2 i?2 i?`22 /pM+2/
?QM2vTQi 72im`2b b Qm` `2[mB`2K2Mib- i?2M r2 rBHH
BMi`Q/m+2 i?2 a.L iQ bmbiBM Qm` HH@`QmM/ ?QM2vTQi
/2bB;M- M/ 7i2`r`/b r2 rBHH T`2b2Mi i?2 a.L@2M#H2/
>QM2v.P* /2bB;M M/ 2tTHBM ?Qr Bi 7+BHBii2b i?2b2
i?`22 72im`2bX 6BMHHv- r2 rBHH ?B;?HB;?i i?2 MQp2Hiv Q7
Qm` rQ`F #v +QKT`BM; Bi rBi? i?2 HBi2`im`2 BM i2`Kb Q7
i?2 +QMi`B#miBQM BMiQ i?2 i?`22 72im`2bX
X h?`22 E2v 62im`2b
b 7Q`2K2MiBQM2/- i?2 72im`2b MK2/ b2MbB#BHBiv-
+QmMi2`K2bm`2 M/ bi2Hi? `2 pBiHHv BKTQ`iMi iQ i?2
?QM2vTQi 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 +i+?BM; ?B;? [mHBiv ii+F
/iX AM i?Bb T`i- r2 T`QpB/2 i?2B` /2}MBiBQMb BM i?2
+QMi2ti Q7 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K b 7QHHQrb,
• a2MbB#BHBiv, i?2 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K ?b  F22M
+QMb+BQmbM2bb iQ /2i2+i p`BQmb ii+Fb- M/ HbQ
Bb #H2 iQ +HbbB7v M/ T`Q+2bb i?2 ii+F /i BM
}M2@;`BM2/ rvbX Ai `2T`2b2Mib M /pM+2/ /2i2+iBQM
+T#BHBiv BMbi2/ Q7 K2`2Hv H2`iBM; KHB+BQmb
+iBpBivX
• *QmMi2`K2bm`2, i?2 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K +M T`QpB/2
`2bTQMb2 iQ i?2 ii+F rBi? i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 +Tim`BM;
?B;?@[mHBiv ii+F /i BMbi2/ Q7 #2BM;  pB+iBKX
• ai2Hi?, i?2 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2KǶb 7mM+iBQMb M/
QT2`iBQMb ;BMbi i?2 ii+F #2?pBQm`b F22T BM
bi2Hi?v BM Q`/2` iQ T`2p2Mi i?2K #2BM; /2i2+i2/
#v i?2 /p2`b`vX h?Bb 72im`2 +M ;m`Mi22 i?2
2z2+iBp2M2bb Q7 ?QM2vTQiX
++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 /2}MBiBQMb- r2 +M bv i?i a2MbB#BHBiv
M/ *QmMi2`K2bm`2 `2 irQ 7mM+iBQMH 72im`2b- r?BH2
ai2Hi? Bb  MQM@7mM+iBQMH 72im`2X L2p2`i?2H2bb- i?2
bi2Hi? 72im`2 Kmbi #2 `2~2+i2/ BM i?2 7Q`K2` irQ
7mM+iBQMH 72im`2b- Qi?2`rBb2 i?2 Qi?2` irQ rBHH #2
rQ`i?H2bbX aQ- i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 ai2Hi? Bb MQi KQ`2 i?M
2MQm;?X AM i?Bb rQ`F- r2 rBHH KBMHv //`2bb i?2 T`Q#H2K
`2Hi2/ iQ i?2 bi2Hi? `2[mB`2K2Mi 7Q` ?QM2vTQi bvbi2KX
"X h?2 a.L h2+?MQHQ;v 7Q` >QM2vTQi
 i`/BiBQMH a.L `+?Bi2+im`2 ?b i?`22 THM2b,
TTHB+iBQM- +QMi`QH M/ /i THM2X h?2 TTHB+iBQM
THM2 Bb b2T`i2/ 7`QK i?2 +QMi`QH THM2 #v i?2 a.L
LQ`i?#QmM/ AMi2`7+2b UL"AVX h?2v `2 MQi bQ /2+QmTH2/
HBF2 i?2 +QMi`QH THM2 M/ i?2 /i THM2- #2+mb2
i?2 TTHB+iBQMb `2 Q7i2M /2p2HQT2/ mTQM i?2 bT2+B}+
a.L +QMi`QHH2` bQ7ir`2X AM i?2 /i THM2- i?2 M2irQ`F
2H2K2Mib UL1V- 2X;X brBi+?2b M/ `Qmi2`b- +M #2 HBMF2/
#v `#Bi``v iQTQHQ;v- M/ i?2 2M/ TQBMib U2X;X S*-
HTiQT- 2i+XV +M #2 BMi2;`i2/ BMiQ i?2 M2irQ`F #v HBMFBM;
Mv L1X HH i?2 +QMp2`biBQMb Qp2` i?2 /i THM2 `2
+QMi`QHH2/ #v i?2 T`Q;`KK#H2 +QMi`QH THM2 i?`Qm;? i?2
*QMi`QH@.i@SHM2 AMi2`7+2b U*.SAVX aQ- a.L ?b i?2
/pMi;2b Q7 2b2 Q7 KM;2K2Mi- 2{+B2Mi ~Qr +QMi`QH
M/ 2ti2M/#H2 BMi2;`iBQMX
h?2`2#v- mTQM i?2 +m``2Mi i2+?MB[m2 #+F;`QmM/- a.L
Bb  p2`v +QKT2iBiBp2 bmbiBMBM; i2+?MQHQ;v iQ 7+BHBii2
>QM2v.P* bvbi2K /2bB;MX h?2 a.LǶb 72im`2b- 2bT2+BHHv
i?2 /2+QmTHBM; M/ T`Q;`KK#BHBiv- +M biBb7v i?2
`2[mB`2K2Mi Q7 b2MbB#BHBiv- +QmMi2`K2bm`2 M/ bi2Hi?X
eAM/22/- i?2 a.L i2+?MQHQ;v +M iBHQ` >QM2v.P*
bvbi2KǶb QM2@biQT bQHmiBQMX h?2 /i THM2 iF2b i?2
`2bTQMbB#BHBiv Q7 /B`2+iBM; i?2 i`{+ iQ i?2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb
/2+Qvb rBi? mb2`@/2}M2/ M2irQ`F iQTQHQ;B2b /2THQv2/
#v i?2 bvbi2KX h?2 +QMi`QH THM2 +M mb2  bT2+B}+
a.L +QMi`QHH2` bQ7ir`2 iQ T`QpB/2 i?2 M2irQ`F b2`pB+2b
7Q` bmT2`pBbBM; M/ KM;BM; i?2 /i +QKKmMB+iBQM
Qp2` i?2 /i THM2X h?2 TTHB+iBQM THM2 +M BM+Hm/2
p`BQmb +TiQ`b mTQM i?2 a.L +QMi`QHH2`Ƕb 7`K2rQ`FX
AM +QMi`bi- >QM2v.P* mMH2b?2b i?2 TQr2` Q7 a.LǶb
T`Q;`KK#BHBiv 7Q` 2M7Q`+BM; i?2 pBiHHv bB;MB}+Mi
7mM+iBQM @/i +QMi`QH@ BM i?2 +QMi2ti Q7 ?QM2vTQib b
r2HHX h#H2 A bmKK`Bx2b i?2 KTTBM; Q7 i?2 >QM2v.P*
KQ/mH2b iQ a.L THM2b 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 +H`B7vBM; ?Qr
i?Bb `+?Bi2+im`2 +M #2 +Q?2bBp2Hv `2T`2b2Mi2/ BM a.LX





*X a.L@2M#H2/ >QM2v.P* avbi2K
h?2 a.L@2M#H2/ >QM2v.P* bvbi2K BM+Hm/2b
M TTHB+iBQM UBX2X *TiQ`V THM2-  +QMi`QH UBX2X
P`+?2bi`iQ`V THM2 M/ M BM7`bi`+im`2f/i UBX2X
.2+QvV THM2X h?2 +TiQ` THM2 +QMbBbib Q7 p`BQmb +TiQ`b-
i?2 +QMi`QH THM2 M22/b iQ /QTi  bT2+B}+ a.L +QMi`QHH2`
bQ7ir`2 M/ i?2 /2+Qv THM2 /2THQvb ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb
?QM2vM2ibX h?2 +TiQ`b `2 /2p2HQT2/fBMi2;`i2/ #b2/
QM i?2 /QTi2/ a.L +QMi`QHH2`Ƕb SAb- BX2X- i?2 L2irQ`F
.i *QMi`QH TTHB+iBQM Bb /2bB;M2/- r?B+? +QMbBbib Q7
 .2+BbBQM 1M;BM2 U.1V M/  _2/B`2+iBQM 1M;BM2 U_1V,
i?2 .1 Bb BM +?`;2 Q7 i?2 +iBQM Q7 T`Q+2bbBM; i?2 i`{+
M/ i?2 _1 2M7Q`+2b i?2 +iBQMX 6B;m`2 k b?Qrb i?2




































6B;X kX M Qp2`pB2r Q7 >QM2v.P* a.L@2M#H2/ avbi2K .2b;BM
h?Bb bvbi2K Bb b2i mT iQ `2+2Bp2 i`{+ /2biBM2/ iQ
/2+QvbX h?2 BM+QKBM; i`{+ Bb }`biHv +HbbB}2/- i?2
mMBMi2`2biBM; i`{+ rBHH #2 }Hi2`2/ Q` 7Q`r`/2/ iQ GA>b-
M/ i?2 `2KBM/2` Bb i`2i2/ b BMi2`2biBM; /i #2BM;
`2/B`2+i2/ iQ TT`QT`Bi2 >A>b #v i?2 Qmi TQ`ib Q7 i?2
a.L brBi+?X Mv KHB+BQmb #2?pBQ` BM >A>b rBHH #2
+Tim`2/- M/ i?2 Qmi#QmM/ i`{+ 7`QK i?2K rBHH #2
+QMi`QHH2/ iQ pQB/ ii+FBM; i?2 MQM@?QM2vTQi bvbi2KbX
h?2 M2irQ`F /i +Tim`2 M/ +QMi`QH TTHB+iBQMb
rQ`F +QHH#Q`iBp2Hv iQ 7+BHBii2 i?2 i`{+ +HbbB}+iBQM
M/ `2/B`2+iBQM- r?B+? `2 mb2/ iQ T`Q+2bb M/ +QMi`QH
i?2 M2irQ`F /i ~Qr 7Q`r`/BM; iQ i?2 /2+QvbX h?i Bb
b2MbBiBpBiv `2H2pMi- bQ rBHH #2 /2b+`B#2/ BM KQ`2 /2iBH BM
bm#b2+iBQM Ao@*RX h?2 pB`imH /2+Qv /2THQv2` Bb BM +?`;2
Q7 +QM};m`BM;- +`2iBM; M/ KM;BM; ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb
/2+Qvb 7Q` /i +Tim`2X Ai b?QmH/ #2 ~2tB#H2 2MQm;? iQ
/2THQv /Bz2`2Mi bBM;H2 /2/B+i2/ /2+Qvb BM i2`Kb Q7 i?2
BMi2`+iBQM H2p2Hb- M/ HbQ b?QmH/ #2 #H2 iQ ?M/H2 
+QKTH2i2 ?QM2vM2i BM+Hm/BM; p`BQmb /2+QvbX 6m`i?2`KQ`2-
i?2 bvbi2K /i +Tim`2 TTHB+iBQM Bb `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q`
+i+?BM; i?2 bvbi2K +iBpBiv BM i?2 >A>bX HbQ- i?2 +v#2`
i?`2i BM7Q`KiBQM U*hAV /i MHvbBb TTHB+iBQM Bb
BK2/ iQ BMp2biB;i2 i?2 HQ;;2/ *hA /i BM Q`/2` iQ `2p2H
7m`i?2` +v#2` i?`2ib- r?2`2#v TT`QT`Bi2 `2+iBQM +M
#2 +``B2/ Qmi BM /pM+2X h?2b2 +QmMi2`K2bm`2 `2Hi2/
+QKTQM2Mib rBHH #2 /2b+`B#2/ BM KQ`2 /2iBH BM bm#b2+iBQM
Ao@*kX "bB+HHv- HH i?2 +QKTQM2Mib b?QmH/ rQ`F BM
bi2Hi? ;BMbi /p2`b`vǶb bmbTB+BQMX AM i?Bb TT2`- r2
KBMHv 7Q+mb QM i?2 bi2Hi?v h*S +QMM2+iBQM KB;`iBQM
7Q` `2/B`2+iBM; i?2 ii+F ~Qr- r?B+? rBHH #2 /2b+`B#2/ BM
bm#b2+iBQM Ao@*jX
RV a2MbB#BHBiv, a2MbB#BHBiv +M ;`2iHv BM+`2b2 i?2
2{+B2M+v Q7 /i +Tim`2 #v i?2 K2bm`2 Q7 +HbbB7vBM;
M/ }Hi2`BM; i?2 BM#QmM/ M2irQ`F i`{+X
V JmHiBTH2 +HbbB}+iBQM +`Bi2`B, h?2 L2irQ`F .i
*Tim`2 TTHB+iBQM rQ`Fb rBi? i?2 .1 iQ T`QpB/2
 +mbiQKBx#H2 i`{+ +HbbB}+iBQM TT`Q+?- r?B+?
HHQrb i?2 mb2` iQ b2i `#Bi``v `mH2b M/ bbQ+Bi2
+iBQMb UBX2X .`QT- 6Q`r`/- Q` _2/B`2+iVX h?2`2 `2
b2p2`H rvb iQ KF2 i`{+ +HbbB}+iBQM, bB;Mim`2@#b2/
UBX2X TvHQ/@#b2/V M/ bQm`+2@/2biBMiBQM #b2/ UBX2X
//`2bb2b@#b2/VX .m2 iQ i?2 7+i i?i i?2 Mbr2` iQ
r?B+? i`{+ Bb rQ`i? #2BM; BMp2biB;i2/ Bb bm#D2+iBp2
M/ /2T2M/b QM i?2 b2+m`Biv `2b2`+?2`Ƕb BMi2MiBQM- i?2
bvbi2K b?QmH/ HHQr i?2 mb2` iQ +mbiQKBx2 i?2 i`{+
+HbbB}+iBQM TQHB+vX AM Q`/2` iQ bmTTQ`i KmHiBTH2 i`{+
+HbbB}+iBQM +`Bi2`B- r2 TTHv  `mH2@#b2/ rv iQ T`QpB/2
i?2 +mbiQKBx#H2 i`{+ +HbbB}+iBQMX h?2 mb2` +M b2i i?2
ǳ+iBQMǴ }2H/ BM i?2 `mH2 7Q` T`Q+2bbBM; i?2 Ki+?2/ i`{+X
q2 +QMbB/2` BMi2;`iBM; M LA.a iQ 7+BHBii2 i?2 L2irQ`F
.i *Tim`2 TTHB+iBQM iQ 2pHmi2 i?2 i`{+ rBi? i?2
Tm`TQb2 Q7 b2M/BM; i?2 H2`i K2bb;2 iQ i?2 .1 bQ b iQ
KF2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; /2+BbBQM QM i?2 i`{+X
#V 6BM2@;`BM2/ T`Q+2bb K2i?Q/ ;BMbi i?2 +HbbB}2/
/i, h?2 _1 rBHH +``v Qmi ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 ǳ+iBQMǴ
}2H/ Q7 i?2 H2`i K2bb;2X A7 i?i Bb ǳ._PSǴ- i?2 _1
rBHH /Bb+`/ i?2 i`{+- 2M/BM; i?2 +QMM2+iBQMX A7 i?2 H2`i
K2bb;2 BM/B+i2b i?i i?2 i`{+ ?b iQ #2 7Q`r`/2/ iQ
2Bi?2` M JA> Q` M >A>- i?2 _1 rBHH +QMiBMm2 T`Q+2bbBM;
i?2 ~Qr- b2H2+iBM; i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; a.L brBi+?Ƕb U6*6-
b22 /2iBH BM 6B;X jV Qmi TQ`i i?i HBMFb i?2 i?2 i`;2i
d?QM2vTQi M/ 7Q`r`/BM; i?2 T+F2i iQ BiX J2Mr?BH2-
i?2 `2[mB`2/ a.L ~Qr 2Mi`B2b rBHH #2 BMbiHH2/ BM i?2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; a.L UaS6- b22 /2iBH BM 6B;X jV iQ /Q
i?2 h*S b2[m2M+2 MmK#2` bvM+?`QMBxiBQMX *QMb2[m2MiHv-
QM+2 i?2 h*S +QMM2+iBQM ?b #22M i`Mb72``2/ iQ i?2
i`;2i ?QM2vTQi- i?2 LA.a /Q2b MQi M22/ iQ BMbT2+i i?2
bm#b2[m2Mi T+F2ib Q7 i?i +QMM2+iBQM Mv KQ`2X
kV *QmMi2`K2bm`2, *QmMi2`K2bm`2 T`QpB/2b i?2
`2bTQMb2 ;BMbi i?2 ii+F #2?pBQ` rBi? i?2 Tm`TQb2
Q7 2M?M+BM; i?2 2{+B2M+v Q7 /i +Tim`2X AM (jd)-
b2p2`H +QmMi2`K2bm`2b ;BMbi BMi`mbBQM r2`2 T`2b2Mi2/X
GBF2rBb2- `2;`/BM; iQ i?2 ?QM2vM2i b+2M`BQ- i?2
+QmMi2`K2bm`2b +M #2 /BpB/2/ BMiQ i?`22 +i2;Q`B2b,
ii+F ~Qr +QMi`QH- /2+Qv /vMKB+ /2THQvK2Mi- /i
MHvbBb M/ pmHM2`#BHBiv }tX
V ii+F ~Qr +QMi`QH, h?Bb ivT2 Q7 +QmMi2`K2bm`2
Bb i?2 KBM QM2 rBi? `2;`/ iQ i?2 .i *QMi`QH /2b+`B#2/
BM bm#b2+iBQM AAA@"kX h?2 i`{+ +M #2 #HQ+F2/- /Bb+`/2/-
`2/B`2+i2/ Q` BbQHi2/- mTQM a.L i2+?MB[m2- HH i?2b2 ~Qr
KMBTmHiBQMb +M #2 7+BHBii2/ #v i?2 L2irQ`F .i
*QMi`QH TTHB+iBQM 7Q`2K2MiBQM2/X
#V .2+Qv /vMKB+ /2THQvK2Mi, .2+Qv /vMKB+
/2THQvK2Mi Bb rBi? `2;`/ iQ i?2 /2+Qv iBK2Hv `2pQHmiBQMX
TT`2MiHv- Bi Bb  i2/BQmb ibF iQ +QM};m`2 M/ /2THQv 
?QM2vM2i KMmHHvX h?2 pB`imH /2+Qv /2THQv2` Bb /2bB;M2/
iQ /vMKB+HHv /2THQv M/ KM;2 i?2 ?QM2vM2iX Ai
bmTTQ`ib bQK2 +QM+`2i2 +QmMi2`K2bm`2bX 6Q` BMbiM+2-
/vMKB+HHv /2THQv  /2+Qv iQ `2+2Bp2 i?2 KB;`i2/
BMi2`2biBM; i`{+c 2KmHi2 i?2 MQM@?QM2vTQi bvbi2K iQ
+QMiBM i?2 #+F@b+ii2`fQmi#QmM/ i`{+c `2+QM};m`2 i?2
/2+QvǶb }M;2`T`BMib M/ i?2 ?QM2vM2i iQTQHQ;v iQ `2/m+2
i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv Q7 #2BM; /2i2+i2/X
+V omHM2`#BHBiv }t, omHM2`#BHBiv }t `B/2b QM i?2
*hA /i MHvbBb- M/ i?2v Q7i2M `2bmHi BM  DQBMi
+QmMi2`K2bm`2X *hA /i MHvbBb Bb i?2 +QM+`2i2
`2~2+iBQM iQ i?2 .i MHvbBb Ubm#b2+iBQM AAA@"jVX h?2
>QM2v.P* bvbi2K 2M#H2b i?2 i?B`/ T`iv MHvbBb
7`K2rQ`F iQ #2 BMi2;`i2/- 2X;X i?2 mb2` +M BMi2;`i2
i?2 *jAaS 7`K2rQ`FǶb ;i2rv 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 b?`BM;
i?2 *hA /i iQ +QMbmK2 i?2 MHviB+ b2`pB+2b (98)X
*QMb2[m2MiHv- i?2 bvbi2K M22/b iQ }t i?2 pmHM2`#BHBiB2b-
r?B+? +M #2 +?B2p2/ #v Ti+?BM; i?2 Pa M/ bQ7ir`2-
Q` b2iiBM; i?2 ~Qr }Hi2`BM; `mH2bX
jV ai2Hi?, ai2Hi? BKb iQ /2+2Bp2 i?2 /p2`b`v iQ
#2?p2 b BM Bib b2H7@`B;?i2Qmb M2irQ`F 2MpB`QMK2Mi bQ
i?i Bi +M b?Qr Qz Bib ii+FBM; #BHBiv- r?B+? i?2M +M #2
7mHHv Q#b2`p2/ #v i?2 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2KX "bB+HHv- #Qi? i?2
.2+Qv M/ *TiQ` b?QmH/ #2 bi2Hi?v, URV .2+QvǶb bi2Hi?
`2HB2b QM Bib }/2HBiv- TT`2MiHv- i?2 pB`imH ?QM2vTQi
rBi? HQr2` BMi2`+iBQM Q` rQ`b2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7i2M ?b
i?2 ?B;?2` T`Q##BHBiv iQ #2 /2i2+i2/- ?Qr2p2`- i?2 `TB/
BKT`Qp2K2Mi Q7 pB`imHBxiBQM i2+?MB[m2b +M #2 mb2/ iQ
//`2bb i?Bb T`Q#H2K 2{+B2MiHvc UkV *TiQ`Ƕb bi2Hi? Bbbm2
Q7i2M +QK2b mT rBi? i?2 /i +Tim`2 M/ /i +QMi`QH
7mM+iBQMbX *QM+2`MBM; i?2 bvbi2K /i +TiQ`- i?i Kmbi
#2 +`27mH r?2i?2` Bi Bb #H2 iQ +i+? i?2 +iBpBiv #mi Bb MQi
/2i2+i#H2X Ai Bb  +QKTH2t Bbbm2 U`272``BM; iQ bm#b2+iBQM
o@. 7Q` bQK2 /2iBHV r?B+? i?Bb TT2` /Q2b MQi 7Q+mb QMX
PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- 7Q` i?2 /i +QMi`QH- BM T`iB+mH`-
i?2 M2irQ`F i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM M22/b iQ #2 bi2Hi?v M/
i`MbT`2Mi iQ i?2 /p2`b`v- r?B+? Bb  bB;MB}+Mi Bbbm2X
q2 rBHH T`2b2Mi  bQHmiBQM #b2/ QM i?2 a.L iQ //`2bb
i?Bb T`Q#H2K BM i?2 7QHHQrBM; +QMi2MiX
b bii2/- i?2 i`/BiBQMH i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM bQHmiBQMb
?p2 i?2 B/2MiB+H@}M;2`T`BMi T`Q#H2K- r?B+? K2Mb i?i
i?2 b2`p2` `2+2BpBM; i?2 i`Mb72``2/ ~Qr ?b  /Bz2`2Mi
}M;2`T`BMib- BX2X J* M/ AS //`2bb2b- 7`QK i?2 T`2pBQmb
b2`p2` i?i 2bi#HBb?2/ i?2 Q`B;BMH +QMM2+iBQMX AM +QKKQM
M2irQ`F b2`pB+2 2MpB`QMK2Mib- i?i Bb MQi  T`Q#H2KX
>Qr2p2`- BM  ?QM2vM2i b+2M`BQ- i?2 /Bz2`2Mi }M;2`T`BMib
rBHH H2/ iQ i?2 ii+F2`Ƕb bmbTB+BQMX 6m`i?2`KQ`2-
+QM+2`MBM; i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM- i?2 ?2/2` BM7Q`KiBQM
Q7 i?`22 T`QiQ+QHb @1i?2`M2i- AS M/ h*S@ M22/b iQ
#2 ?M/H2/X 1i?2`M2i M/ AS T`QiQ+QHb `2 bii2H2bb bQ
i?i QMHv i?2 /2biBMiBQM }2H/b Q7 i?2 T+F2ibǶ ?2/2`b
M22/ iQ #2 KQ/B}2/X _2;`/BM; i?2 i`MbTQ`i Hv2`
T`QiQ+QHb- l.S Bb bii2H2bb b r2HH- ?Qr2p2`- h*S Bb
bii27mH r?2`2#v KmHiBTH2 }2H/b M22/ iQ #2 mT/i2/
7Q` KB;`iBM; i?2 +QMM2+iBQMX h?2 h*S K2+?MBbK
BM+Hm/2b irQ b2[m2M+2 Ua2[V MmK#2`b `M/QKHv ;2M2`i2/
#v i?2 bQm`+2 2M/TQBMi M/ i?2 /2biBMiBQM 2M/TQBMi
b2T`i2Hv- i?2M +FMQrH2/;2/ M/ BM+`2K2Mi2/ #v 2+?
2M/@TQBMiǶb M2irQ`F bi+F iQ ;m`Mi22 i?i HH i?2
T+F2ib `2 i`MbKBii2/ +Q``2+iHvX aQ- r?2M i`Mb72``BM;
 h*S +QMM2+iBQM- i?2 2M/TQBMi `2+2BpBM; i?2 KB;`i2/
+QMM2+iBQM MQ`KHHv rBHH +`2i2  /Bz2`2Mi a2[ 7`QK
i?2 i?2 Q`B;BMH 2M/TQBMiǶbX h?2`2#v- iQ 7+BHBii2 i?2
i`MbT`2Mi h*S +QMM2+iBQM ?M/Qp2`- i?2 KBM Bbbm2 Bb iQ
bvM+?`QMBx2 i?2 a2[ M/ +F pHm2b `2Hi2/ iQ i?2 b2[m2M+2
MmK#2`b +?Qb2M #v i?2 /Bz2`2Mi 2M/TQBMibX
>2M+2- irQ i2+?MB+H +?HH2M;2b ?p2 iQ #2 //`2bb2/
iQ 7+BHBii2 i?2 bi2Hi?v i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM, RV
B/2MiB+H@}M;2`T`BMib Q7 /Bz2`2Mi /2+Qvbc kV b2[m2M+2
MmK#2` bvM+?`QMBxiBQM 7Q` +QMM2+iBQM i`Mb72`X 6Q`
bQHpBM; i?2 }`bi T`Q#H2K- r2 rBHH mb2 i?2 /BbiBM+i Qmi
TQ`ib Q7 i?2 a.L brBi+? iQ B/2MiB7v i?2 2M/@TQBMib rBi?
i?2 B/2MiB+H ASp9 M/ J* //`2bb2bX 6Q` //`2bbBM;
i?2 b2+QM/ T`Q#H2K- r2 mb2 i?2 h*S `2THv TT`Q+? (kR)
iQ i`Mb72` i?2 +QMM2+iBQM- r?B+? mT/i2b i?2 a2[ MmK#2`
QM@i?2@~v #v i?2 a.L +QMi`QHH2`X 6B;m`2 j BHHmbi`i2b
i?2 /2bB;M Q7 i?2 TT`Q+?- r?B+? ?b i?2 /pMi;2
Q7 `2/m+BM; i?2 +QKTmiiBQMH #m`/2M Q7 i?2 +QMi`QHH2`X







6B;X jX h?2 TT`Q+? 7Q` bvM+?`QMBxBM; a2[ M/ +F MmK#2`b
7mM+iBQMb ?p2 iQ #2 T2`7Q`K2/, RV i?2 6HQr *HbbB7vBM;
6Q`r`/2` U6*6V Bb mb2/ iQ B/2MiB7v M/ BbQHi2 i?2
2M/@TQBMibc kV i?2 a2bbBQM S`Q+2bbBM; 6Q`r`/2` UaS6V Bb
3`2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` 2M7Q`+BM; bvM+?`QMBxiBQMX 1+? ?QM2vTQi
/2bB;M2/ iQ `2+2Bp2 i?2 `2/B`2+i2/ +QMM2+iBQM Kmbi #2
2[mBTT2/  aS6 BM 7`QMi Q7 Bi 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 /TiBM;
i?2 h*S b2[m2M+2 MmK#2`bX
"b2/ QM i?Bb /2bB;M- irQ a.L@#b2/ h*S `2/B`2+iBQM
K2+?MBbKb `2 T`QTQb2/, i?2 }`bi K2+?MBbK mb2b i?2
+QMi`QHH2` b i?2 7`QMi2M/ iQ 2bi#HBb? i?2 }`bi h*S
+QMM2+iBQM rBi? i?2 ii+F2`- r?BH2 i?2 b2+QM/ K2+?MBbK
TTHB2b  oJ b i?2 7`QMi2M/ iQ `2bTQM/ i?2 h*S
+QMM2+iBQM `2[m2biX h?2v `2 ;`T?B+HHv BHHmbi`i2/ BM
6B;m`2 9 M/ 6B;m`2 8 b2T`i2HvX h?2b2 irQ K2+?MBbKb
?p2 i?2 bBKBH` rQ`FBM; T?b2b Q7 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM bm+?
b i?2 /B;`Kb b?QrX q2 iF2 i?2 K2+?MBbK R b i?2
2tKTH2 iQ /2b+`B#2 i?2 i?`22 T?b2b,
6B;X 9X h*S JB;`iBQM J2+?MBbK R, mbBM; i?2 +QMi`QHH2` b i?27`QMi2M/X
RV S?b2 R, h?2 b2bbBQM #2ir22M i?2 ii+F2` M/ i?2
+QMi`QHH2` Bb 2bi#HBb?2/X h?2 ii+F2` b2M/b i?2 h*S
+QMM2+iBQM `2[m2bi iQ i?2 ?QM2vTQiX h?2 +QMi`QHH2`
Mbr2`b i?2 `2[m2bi QM #2?H7 Q7 i?2 ?QM2vTQiX
kV S?b2 k, A7 i?2 +QMi`QHH2` /2+B/2b Ub22 bm#b2+iBQM
9XRXkV iQ `2/B`2+i i?2 +QMM2+iBQM- Bi b2H2+ib  bmBi#H2
?QM2vTQi #b2/ QM i?2 /2+BbBQM T`Q+2bb M/ BMbi`m+ib
i?2 6*6 iQ b2M/ i?2 b2bbBQM b2;K2Mib iQ i?2
?QM2vTQi TQ`iX h?2 h*S b2bbBQM Bb i`Mb72``2/
7`QK i?2 +QMi`QHH2` iQ i?2 ?QM2vTQi #v `2THvBM;
i?2 BMBiBH b2bbBQM b2;K2MibX h?2 ~Qr 2Mi`B2b rBi?
bvM+?`QMBxiBQM 7mM+iBQMb `2 BMbiHH2/ BMiQ i?2 aS6X
jV S?b2 j, h?2 h*S b2bbBQM ?b #22M i`Mb72``2/
iQ ?QM2vTQi M/ a2[ M/ +F MmK#2`b `2
bvM+?`QMBx2/X 7i2` T?b2 k +?M;2b- i?2 bvbi2K
Bb +QM};m`2/ iQ b2M/ i?2 b2bbBQM i`{+ /B`2+iHv
6B;X 8X h*S JB;`iBQM J2+?MBbK k, mbBM; i?2 oJ b i?2 7`QMi2M/X
#2ir22M i?2 ii+F2` M/ i?2 ?QM2vTQi- ?pBM; i?2
aS6 /QBM; i?2 bvM+?`QMBxiBQMX
q2 mb2 i?2 `2/ #Qt2b iQ ?B;?HB;?i i?2 BKTQ`iMi bi2Tb
M/ /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 irQ K2+?MBbKbX J2+?MBbK
R Hrvb M22/b iQ biQ`2 i?2 TvHQ/ TFi M/ +`2i2 
M2r h*S +QMM2+iBQM iQ i?2 ?QM2vTQic J2+?MBbK k +ib
`2HvBM; QM i?2 /2+BbBQM- B7 Bi /Q2b MQi M22/ `2/B`2+iBQM-
i?2 TvHQ/ TFi rBHH 7Q`r`/ iQ i?2 Q`B;BMH oJ- #mi B7 Bi
M22/b `2/B`2+iBQM- i?2 TvHQ/ TFi rBHH #2 biQ`2/- M/ 
M2r h*S +QMM2+iBQM iQ i?2 M2r oJ rBHH #2 2bi#HBb?2/X
h?2 i2+?MB+H /2iBH Q7 i?2 a.L@#b2/ h*S +QMM2+iBQM
?M/Qp2` b r2HH b i?2 b2[m2M+2 MmK#2` bvM+?`QMBxiBQM
#b2/ QM i?2 b2+QM/ K2+?MBbK ?b #22M T`2b2Mi2/ BM
(kR)X "2bB/2b- i?2 T`Q+2bb iQ 2bi#HBb? +QMM2+iBQMb i?i r2
?p2 /Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2 7Q+mb2b QM i?2 BM#QmM/ i`{+- #mi
+M HbQ #2 TTHB2/ iQ i?2 Qmi#QmM/ i`{+- /2+B/BM; iQ
`2/B`2+i Q` /Bb+`/ ?QM2vTQi Qmi#QmM/ +QMM2+iBQMb b T`i
Q7 i?2 +QMiBMK2Mi K2+?MBbKb Q7 i?2 bvbi2KX
.X GBi2`im`2 *QKT`BbQM
AM i?Bb bm#b2+iBQM- r2 bmKK`Bb2 i?2 bB;MB}+Mi
/pM+2K2Mi Q7 Qm` rQ`F #v +QKT`BM; Bi rBi? i?2
HBi2`im`2 rQ`F BM i2`Kb Q7 i?2 i?`22 72im`2b T`QTQb2/
NBM i?Bb rQ`FX h#H2 AA T`2b2Mib i?2 +QKT`BbQM- r?B+?
BHHmbi`i2b i?2 BKT`Qp2K2Mi +`2i2/ #v >QM2v.P* Qp2`
i?2 a2MbB#BHBiv- *QmMi2`K2bm`2 M/ ai2Hi?X
h"G1 AA
GBi2`im`2 *QKT`BbQM BM i2`Kb Q7 i?2 i?`22 72im`2b
qQ`F a2MbB#BHBiv *QmMi2`K2bm`2 ai2Hi?
>QM2v"`B/ GQr GQr GQr
oJA@>QM2vKQM GQr GQr J2/BmK
>Q;JT GQr J2/BmK J2/BmK
>QM2vJBt GQr J2/BmK J2/BmK
>QM2vS`Qtv J2/BmK J2/BmK GQr
a.a@#b2/ >QM2vM2i J2/BmK J2/BmK GQr
>QM2v.P* >B;? >B;? >B;?
oX S`QQ7@Q7@*QM+2Ti AKTH2K2MiiBQM
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM-  T`QQ7@Q7@+QM+2Ti bvbi2K Bb T`2b2Mi2/
BM Q`/2` iQ +QM/m+i i?2 pHB/iBQM 2tT2`BK2MibX q2
BKTH2K2Mi i?2 r?QH2 bvbi2K QM QM2 T?vbB+H K+?BM2 b
6B;m`2 e b?Qrb UBi mb2b i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM K2+?MBbK
R- iQ 2M7Q`+2 K2+?MBbK k- i?2 aS6 BM 7`QMi Q7 i?2
GA>fJA> Bb `2KQp2/VX HH +QKTQM2Mib Q7 i?2 bvbi2K






HIHs (based on Xen, Qemu, 
KVM, LXC, etc.)
LIHs and MIHs (could be 
based on LXC)













2. Start Honeyvers5. Launch the controller 3. Run Deep
Security Manager
1. Previous work:  a) Configure the honeypot scenario; b) Configure the traffic
control rules of Snort; c) Configure the Ryu SDN controller
4. Start Snort
6B;X eX M BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 T`QQ7@Q7@+QM+2Ti #v QM2 T?vbB+HK+?BM2
`2 BKTH2K2Mi2/ #v mbBM; bT2+BHBx2/ iQQHb Ub22 7QHHQrBM;
bm#b2+iBQMbV- r?B+? `2 MQi HBKBi2/ iQ i?Qb2 mb2/ BM i?Bb
T`QiQivT2X h?2 rQ`F~Qr +M #2 bmKK`Bx2/ b 7QHHQrb,
RV h?2 mb2` T`2T`2b i?2 +QM};m`iBQM Q7 i?2 ?QM2vTQi
b+2M`BQ #b2/ QM hA>.G (9e)- +QM};m`2b i?2 LA.a
aMQ`iR 7Q` b2iiBM; i?2 i`{+ +HbbB}+iBQM `mH2b- M/
+QM};m`2b i?2 a.L +QMi`QHH2` _vmkX
kV h?2 >QM2vp2`b Bb BMpQF2/ iQ +`2i2 i?2 ?QM2vTQi
b+2M`BQ ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 +QM};m`iBQMX
jV h?2 .22T a2+m`Biv JM;2`j Bb im`M2/ QM iQ KQMBiQ`




9V aMQ`i bi`ib iQ HBbi2M QM i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; BMi2`7+2
HBMFBM; i?2 Qmi TQ`i Q7 i?2 PT2M parBi+? UPoaVX
8V h?2 _vm +QMi`QHH2` HmM+?2b iQ `2+2Bp2 +QMM2+iBQMb
M/ +QMi`QH i?2 M2irQ`F ~QrX
X _mH2@#b2/ LA.a
h?2 r2HH@FMQrM QT2M@bQm`+2 LA.a aMQ`i Bb mb2/ iQ
7+BHBii2 i?2 L2irQ`F .i *Tim`2 TTHB+iBQMX aMQ`i
Bb  `mH2@#b2/ LA.a BK2/ i /2i2+iBM; KHB+BQmb i`{+
Tii2`Mb i?i Ki+? i?2 r2HH@FMQrM bB;Mim`2bX q2 mb2
i?2 `mH2 7Q`Ki Q7 aMQ`i b i?2 #bBb iQ b2i Qm` QrM i`{+
+HbbB}+iBQM `mH2bX  ivTB+H ǳH2`iǴ `mH2 7Q`Ki Q7 bMQ`i
+M #2 b?QrM b 7QHHQrb,
H2`i T`QiQ+QH bQm`+2@BT bQm`+2@TQ`i → /2biBMiBQM@BT
/2biBMiBQM@TQ`i UKb;, ǳH2`i K2bb;2Ǵc bB/, M
BMi2;2`c T`BQ`Biv, M BMi2;2`c +QMi2Mi, ǳKHB+BQmb
Tii2`MǴcV
h?2 i2ti mbBM; #QH/ 7QMi `2 i?2 F2v rQ`/b- M/ i?2
i2ti mbBM; BiHB+b 7QMi M22/b iQ #2 `2TH+2/ #v i?2 pHm2bX
h?2 bB;Mim`2 BM+Hm/2b MQi QMHv i?2 AS ?2/2` BM7Q`KiBQM
#mi HbQ KHB+BQmb TvHQ/ Tii2`MX aMQ`i +?2+Fb QM #Qi?
Q7 i?2K BM i?2 +Tim`2/ T+F2iX A7 i?2`2 Bb KQ`2 i?M QM2
`mH2- r2 +M b2i i?2 ǳT`BQ`BivǴ }2H/ 7Q` 2+? `mH2 M/ mb2
i?2 ǳbB/Ǵ }2H/ iQ b2i i?2 H2`i Q`/2`BM;X
h?2`27Q`2- #b2/ QM i?2 ǳH2`iǴ `mH2 7Q`Ki Q7 aMQ`i- r2
+M b2i `2+iBQM K2bb;2 BMiQ i?2 ǳKb;Ǵ }2H/X 6Q` Qm` QrM
`mH2- r2 /2}M2 i?`22 +iBQMb, ._PS- JA>- >A>X ǳ._PSǴ
`272`b iQ /Bb+`/ i?2 T+F2i- r?BH2 ǳJA>Ǵ M/ ǳ>A>Ǵ
BM/B+i2b i?2 T+F2i 7Q`r`/BM; /2biBMiBQMX hQ BKTH2K2Mi
i?2 i`{+ +HbbB}+iBQM TT`Q+?- r2 TTHv i?2 aMQ`i `mH2b
#v irQ bi2Tb iQ +``v Qmi #Qi? i?2 bQm`+2@/2biBMiBQM
#b2/ M/ +QMi2Mi #b2/ i`{+ }Hi2`BM;X AM i?2 }`bi
bi2T- _vm +QMi`QHH2` rBHH `2/ M/ T`b2 i?2 aMQ`i `mH2b-
i`MbHi2 i?2K BMiQ a.L ~Qr 2Mi`B2b- M/ BMbiHH i?2K
BMiQ i?2 KBM Poa brBi+? /m`BM; i?2 bvbi2K BMBiBHBxiBQM
T?b2X h?Bb bi2T BKb iQ b2i  /i `2/m+iBQM K2bm`2
iQ BKT`Qp2 i?2 /i +Tim`2 2{+B2M+vX PMHv i?2 `mH2b
bbQ+BiBM; rBi?  ǳ._PSǴ +iBQM M/ ?pBM; #HMF
ǳ+QMi2MiǴ }2H/ rBHH #2 i`MbHi2/ BMiQ ǳ/`QTǴ ~Qr 2Mi`B2bX
*QMb2[m2MiHv- Mv i`{+ i?i Ki+?2b i?2b2 ~Qr 2Mi`B2b
rBHH #2 2{+B2MiHv /Bb+`/2/ BM i?2 /i THM2 iQ pQB/ i?2K
`2+?BM; i?2 +QMi`QHH2`X h?2 Qi?2` `mH2b rBHH #2 i`MbHi2/
BMiQ ǳHHQrǴ ~Qr 2Mi`B2b- M/ i?2 i`{+ i?i Ki+?2b i?2K
rBHH #2 7Q`r`/2/ b  S+F2iAM 2p2Mi iQ i?2 _vm +QMi`QHH2`
7Q` T`Q+2bbBM;X AM i?2 b2+QM/ bi2T- i?2 _vm +QMi`QHH2` rBHH
+QQT2`i2 rBi? aMQ`i iQ T2`7Q`K i?2 +QMi2Mi@#b2/ i`{+
+HbbB}+iBQM Ub22 6B;m`2 dVX
aMQ`i rQ`Fb BM i?2 LA.a KQ/2 bQ i?i Bi +M miBHBx2
Bib BMi`mbBQM /2i2+iBQM M/ H2`i `BbBM; 7mM+iBQMHBivX q2
mb2 i?2 bMQ`iHB#- r?B+? +M #2 ++2bb2/ 7`QK i?2 _vm
a.L 7`K2rQ`F- iQ BMi2;`i2 i?2 aMQ`i H2`i 7mM+iBQM BMiQ
i?2 L2irQ`F .i *Tim`2 TTHB+iBQMX h?2 +QMi`QHH2`
TTHB+iBQM rBHH b2M/ i?2 }`bi TvHQ/ T+F2i Q7 2+?
+QMM2+iBQM iQ i?2 aMQ`i TQ`iX aMQ`i i?2`27i2` BMbT2+ib
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Client







6B;X dX AMi2;`iBM; aMQ`i BMiQ _vm 7`K2rQ`F 7Q` /2+BbBQM KFBM;
+Q``2bTQM/BM; +iBQM K2bb;2 b i?2 H2`i 2p2Mi #+F iQ
i?2 TTHB+iBQM i?`Qm;?  lMBt bQ+F2iX
"X a.L +QMi`QHH2` M/ brBi+?2b
h?2 L2irQ`F .i *QMi`QH TTHB+iBQM Bb i?2 KQbi
BKTQ`iMi +QKTQM2Mi BM i?2 >QM2v.P* a.L@2M#H2/
bvbi2KX M a.L +QMi`QHH2` +M biBb7v #Qi? i?2 bvbi2K
`2[mB`2K2Mib M/ i?2 2b2 Q7 /2p2HQTK2Mi Bb i?2 M22/2/
QM2 7Q` T`QQ7@Q7@+QM+2TiX h?2 _vm a.L 7`K2rQ`F Bb M
QT2M@bQm`+2 bQ7ir`2 M/ bmTTQ`ib PT2M6HQr RXj- r?B+?
Bb r2HH /Q+mK2Mi2/ M/ T`QpB/2b 2bv iQ H2`M BMi2`7+2b
7Q` TTHB+iBQM /2p2HQTK2MiX h?2`2#v- i?2 _vm #b2/
T`QiQivT2 rb BKTH2K2Mi2/X 6Q` i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM
K2+?MBbK R- i?2 +QMi`QHH2` TTHB+iBQM QMHv T`QpB/2b i?2
7mM+iBQM Q7 bBKmHiBM; QT2M TQ`ib- #mi H+Fb i?2 bBKmHiBQM
Q7 Pa M/ 7F2 b2`pB+2 }M;2`T`BMib- r?B+? rQmH/ M22/ KQ`2
2zQ`i QM /2p2HQTK2MibX h?2 /p2`b`v mbBM; b+MMBM;
iQQHb bm+? b LKT9 rBHH MQi #2 #H2 iQ ;m2bb i?2 2t+i
Pa- b r2 /2KQMbi`i2 BM i?2 2tT2`BK2Mi b2+iBQMX
h?2 PT2M6HQr #b2/ brBi+?2b `2 i?2 KQbi BKTQ`iMi
7+BHBiB2b BM i?2 /i THM2X b 6B;m`2 j b?QrM- i?2 6*6
+QmH/ #2  T?vbB+H Q`  bQ7ir`2 brBi+? i?i bmTTQ`ib
PT2M6HQrX Poa Bb +?Qb2M b i?2 KBM brBi+? Q7 i?2 bvbi2K
#2+mb2 Bi Bb  Tm`2 bQ7ir`2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM i?i `mMb
Qp2` biM/`/ GBMmt bvbi2Kb M/ Bi Bb BKTH2K2Mi2/ BMbB/2
i?2 GBMmt F2`M2H- r?B+? KF2b Bi 2{+B2Mi r?2M T`Q+2bbBM;
T+F2ibX AM/22/- Mv PT2M~Qr +QKTHBMi brBi+? +M
biM/ BM 7Q` PoaX PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- /m2 iQ i?2
bT2+B}+ `2[mB`2K2Mi Q7 BKTH2K2MiBM; i?2 a2[ M/ +F
MmK#2`b bvM+?`QMBxiBQM 7mM+iBQM BM i?2 aS6- r2 ?p2
/QTi2/  /Bz2`2Mi bQ7ir`2 brBi+?- P7bQ7ibrBi+?Rj8-
bBM+2 Bi Bb BKTH2K2Mi2/ BM i?2 mb2` bT+2 i?i `2bmHib
BM i?2 2b2 Q7 KQ/B7vBM; i?2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM +Q/2X
//BiBQMHHv- P7bQ7ibrBi+?Rj Bb QT2M bQm`+2 M/ +M
#2 7`22Hv 7Q`F2/ 7`QK i?2 :Bi?m# T`QD2+iX q2 ?p2
KQ/B}2/ i?2 P7bQ7ibrBi+?Rj iQ BM+Hm/2 i?2 //BiBQMH a2[
M/ +F bvM+?`QMBxiBQM 7mM+iBQMbX h?2 bvM+?`QMBxiBQM
7mM+iBQMb `2 +?B2p2/ i?`Qm;? //BM;  M2r +iBQM
#b2/ QM i?2 a1hn6A1G. /2}M2/ #v i?2 PT2M6HQr RXj
biM/`/X h?2b2 irQ +iBQMb `2 a1hnh*Sn*En.A66
M/ a1hnh*Sna1Zn.A66 i?i `2 mb2/ iQ KQ/B7v i?2
+F M/ a2[ MmK#2`b `2bT2+iBp2HvX
9?iiTb,ffMKTXQ`;f
8?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKf*S[.fQ7bQ7ibrBi+?Rj
*X oB`imHBx2/ /2THQvK2Mi iQQHb
PrBM; iQ i?2 /pMi;2b Q7 2bv KM;2K2Mi
M/ `2bQm`+2 2{+B2M+v- pB`imH ?QM2vTQib ?p2 #22M
rB/2Hv mb2/ BMbi2/ Q7 T?vbB+H QM2b (9d)X h?2 mb2
Q7 i?2 pB`imH /2+Qv /2THQv2` `2bmHib BM i?2 M22/ Q7
BMi2;`iBM; pB`imHBx2/ iQQHb iQ /2THQv pB`imH /2+QvbX
1p2`v bT2+BHBx2/ iQQH ?b Bib QrM bT2+B}+iBQM iQ /2}M2
i?2 iQTQHQ;v- //`2bb2b- ivT2b Q7 bvbi2Kb- 2i+X JQbi JA>b
+M QMHv 2KmHi2 biM/@HQM2 /2+Qv- 2X;X .BQM2 (99) M/
KmM (93)- r?B+? Q7i2M `2Hv QM bQK2 b+H#H2 /2THQvK2Mi
iQQHX HbQ-  pB`imH >A> /2+Qv M22/b ;m2bi pB`imH K+?BM2
b i?2 +``B2` iQ +QMiBM BiX
AM Q`/2` iQ ?B/2 i?2 i2+?MB+H /2T2M/2Mi +QKTH2tBiv
Q7 i?2 mM/2`HvBM; iQQHb-  ;2M2`B+ pB`imH /2+Qv
/2THQv2` +HH2/ >QM2vp2`b (9N) rBi?  i2+?MB+H
BM/2T2M/2Mi ?QM2vM2i /2b+`BTiBQM HM;m;2 UhA>.GV
(9e) rb T`QTQb2/X Ai Qz2`b i?2 p2`biBHBiv iQ KM;2
?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb /2+Qvb #v i?2 K2Mb Q7 BMi2;`iBM; i?2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; pB`imHBx2/ /2THQvK2Mi iQQHb- r?2`2#v i?2
/2+Qv bii2b /2b+`B#2/ #v hA>.G +M #2 i`MbHi2/ iQ i?2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; bii2b bmbiBM2/ #v i?2 +QM+`2i2 /2THQvK2Mi
iQQHbX
.X avbi2K +iBpBiv KQMBiQ`BM; M/ +Tim`2 iQQH
h?2 i`/BiBQMH F2`M2H KQ/B}+iBQM #b2/ iQQH
a2#2FfZ2#2F (8y) ?/ #22M T`Qp2/ 2bv iQ #2 /2i2+i2/X
AM +QMi`bi- i?2 ǳQmi@Q7@i?2@#QtǴ K2i?Q/ #b2/ bvbi2K
#2?pBQ` KQMBiQ`BM; iQQHb Q7i2M ?p2 i?2 THi7Q`K
/2T2M/2M+v M/ 7mM+iBQM HBKBiiBQM (kj)X
AM i?Bb BKTH2K2MiiBQM- i?2 .22T a2+m`Biv JM;2`
U.aJV Q7 h`2M/JB+`Q Bb TTHB2/X h?2 .aJ Bb M
Qz@i?2@b?2H7 T`Q/m+iBQM bmTTQ`iBM; HH TQTmH` THi7Q`Kb
UBX2X qBM/Qrb- GBMmt- 2i+XVX h?2 .aJ BM+Hm/2b bBt b2+m`Biv
KQ/mH2b U}`2rHH- MiB@KHr`2- r2# `2TmiiBQM- BMi`mbBQM
T`2p2MiBQM- BMi2;`Biv KQMBiQ`BM;- HQ; BMbT2+iBQMV iQ 7mHHv
KQMBiQ` M/ +Tim`2 i?2 +iBpBiB2b Q++m``2/ BM i?2 i`;2i
>A>X h?2 .aJ ;2Mi M22/b iQ #2 BMbiHH2/ BMiQ i?2 >A>X
h?2 KHB+BQmb #2?pBQ` Q++m``2/ BM i?2 >A> rBHH i`B;;2`
i?2 .aJ ;2Mi- r?B+? i?2`27i2` +M +`2i2 *hA /i
UHQ;V M/ miQKiB+HHv b2M/ #+F i?2 /i iQ .aJ b2`p2`X
6m`i?2`- i?2 *hA /i b?`BM; 7Q` +QHH#Q`iBp2 MHvbBb
+M `272` iQ i?Bb TT2` (98)X
oAX 1tT2`BK2Mib
b i?2 T`QiQivT2 ?b #22M /2p2HQT2/- r2 /2THQv2/ 
i2biBM; b+2M`BQ iQ pHB/i2 Qm` T`QTQbH Ub22 6B;m`2 3-
r?B+? Bb BM `2;`/ iQ i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM K2+?MBbK
kVX Ai BM+Hm/2b QM2 BMi2`MH M2irQ`F RyXRXRXRfk9 r?2`2 i?2
?QM2vM2i Bb /2THQv2/ M/ QM2 2ti2`MH M2irQ`F RyXRXyXRfk9
r?2`2 i?2 ii+F2` HQ+i2bX  `Qmi2` biM/b BM i?2 KB//H2
Q7 i?2b2 irQ M2irQ`FbX h?2 bK2 AS M/ J* //`2bb2b
r2`2 bbB;M2/ 7Q` #Qi? Q7 i?2 JA> M/ >A> bQ i?i i?2v
?p2 i?2 B/2MiB+H }M;2`T`BMiX AM i?2 7QHHQrBM; +QMi2Mi- r2
rBHH T`2b2Mi i?2 pHB/iBQMb Q7 b2MbB#BHBiv- +QmMi2`K2bm`2
M/ bi2Hi?X
RR
External Network Internal Network
6B;X 3X h?2 i2biBM; b+2M`BQ, i?2 /Qii2/ HBM2b BM/B+i2 i?2
+QKKmMB+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 a.L +QMi`QHH2` M/ brBi+?2b
X oHB/iBQM Q7 b2MbB#BHBiv
h?2 mb2` +M +mbiQKBx2 `#Bi``v /2i2+iBQM `mH2b rBi?
bT2+B}+ +iBQMb 7Q` +HbbB7vBM; i?2 i`{+X 6Q` BMbiM+2,
H2`i i+T Mv Mv → Mv kR UKb;,ǳJA>Ǵc
bB/,Ryyyyykc T`BQ`Biv,kcV
XXX
H2`i i+T Mv Mv → Mv k8 UKb;,ǳ>A>Ǵc bB/,Ryyyyy8c
T`BQ`Biv,kcV
XXX
H2`i i+T Mv Mv → Mv Mv UKb;,ǳ._PSǴc
bB/,Ryyyyy3c T`BQ`Biv,ycV
b i?2 bvbi2K ?b b2p2`H QT2M TQ`ib- Mv i`{+
`2[mB`2b iQ ++2bb iQ i?2b2 TQ`ib rBHH #2 T`Q+2bb2/ #v i?2
+QMi`QHH2`- M/ i?2M i?2 +QMi`QHH2` rBHH 7Q`r`/ i?2 i`{+
iQ i?2 /2biBMiBQM ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 aMQ`i H2`i K2bb;2X
Mv Qi?2` mMBMi2`2biBM; i`{+ Ui?i Ki+?2b i?2 ǳ/`QTǴ
`mH2V rBHH #2 }Hi2`2/ #v i?2 Poa- r?B+? +M T`2p2Mi i?2
+QMi`QHH2` 7`QK i`{+ +QM;2biBQMX 7i2` i?2 BMBiBHBxiBQM
Q7 i?2 +QMi`QHH2` TTHB+iBQM- i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; ~Qr
2Mi`B2b BM i?2 Poa `2 +`2i2/ b 7QHHQrb,












aQ i?2M 7i2` bi`iBM; i?2 bvbi2K rBi?  `mH2 b2imT b
7Q`2K2MiBQM2/- QMHv i?2 `2[m2bib bbQ+BiBM; iQ i?2 QT2M
TQ`ib U2X;X TQ`i kR M/ k8 b?QrM #Qp2V +M Tbb i?`Qm;?
i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; 2Mi`B2b- i?2 `2bi rBHH Ki+? i?2 Hbi /`QT
2Mi`v M/ #2 /2MB2/X
"X oHB/iBQM Q7 +QmMi2`K2bm`2 M/ bi2Hi?
h?Bb T`i rBHH pHB/i2 i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM i?i
+Qp2`b #Qi? i?2 +QmMi2`K2bm`2 M/ bi2Hi?X h?2 T`QTQb2/
h*S +QMM2+iBQM KB;`iBQM BKb i i`Mb72``BM; i?2
BMi2`2biBM; i`{+ 7`QK i?2 GA>fJA> U7`QMi2M/V iQ i?2
>A> U#+F2M/V- r?B+? Kmbi #2 bi2Hi?v iQ /2+2Bp2 i?2
/p2`b`v F22T ii+FBM;X 6B;m`2 N b?Qrb  ~Qr +QMi`QH
mb2 +b2- r?2`2 B7 i?2 JA> M/ >A> mb2b /Bz2`2Mi AS
//`2bb2b- i?2 ii+F2` +M 2bBHv `2HBb2 i?2 `2/B`2+iBQM








6B;X NX h`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM mb2 +b2, i?2 `2/ /Qii2/ HBM2 BM/B+i2b i?i
i?2 BMi2M/2/ +QMM2+iBQM Bb `2/B`2+i2/
6Q` pHB/iBM; i?2 h*S +QMM2+iBQM ?M/Qp2`
K2+?MBbK- r2 mb2 i?2 aa> iQ 2bi#HBb? i?2 h*S
+QMM2+iBQM M/ TTHv qB`2b?`F iQ Q#b2`p2 i?2 +QMM2+iBQM
+?M;2b Q++m``2/ #2ir22M i?2 7`QMi2M/ M/ i?2 #+F2M/X




































































































































































6B;X RyX h?2 qB`2b?`F ~Qr ;`T?b Q7 i?2 aa> `2/B`2+iBQM i2biBM;
h?2 mTT2` ~Qr ;`T? b?Qrb i?2 BMBiBH h*S +QMM2+iBQM
2bi#HBb?2/ #2ir22M i?2 ii+F2` M/ i?2 7`QMi2M/X
h?2`27i2`- i?2 *EnSa> b2;K2Mi 7`QK i?2 ii+F2` Bb
biQTT2/ b2M/BM; iQ i?2 7`QMi2M/- bBM+2 i?2 aMQ`i KF2b M
H2`i BM/B+iBM; i?2 +QMi`QHH2` iQ `2/B`2+i i?2 i`{+ iQ i?2
#+F2M/X h?mb- i?2 +QMi`QHH2` bi`ib iQ `2THv i?2 h*S
i?`22@rv ?M/b?F2 b i?2 #QiiQK ;`T? Q7 6B;m`2 Ry
b?QrbX 7i2` }MBb?BM; i?2 M2r h*S 2bi#HBb?K2Mi #2ir22M
i?2 ii+F2` M/ i?2 #+F2M/- i?2 `2KBMBM; b2;K2Mib
`2 2t+?M;2/ ~m2MiHv #2ir22M i?2KX J2Mr?BH2- i?2
b2;K2Mib `2i`MbKBii2/ 7`QK i?2 7`QMi2M/ iQ i?2 ii+F2`
`2 /`QTT2/ #v i?2 +QMi`QHH2`- M/ }MHHv i?2 QH/ h*S
Rk
+QMM2+iBQM Bb i2`KBMi2/X >2`2 r2 b?QmH/ MQi2 i?i i?2
iBK2 /BbTHv2/ #v qB`2b?`F Bb `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 }`bi T+F2i
Bi +Tim`2b #v i?2 M2irQ`F BMi2`7+2- bQ i?2 iBK2 ?b
MQ i?2 `272`2M+2 K2MBM;X PM+2 i?2 ii+FBM; +QMM2+iBQM
Bb `2/B`2+i2/ iQ  >A>- i?2 ii+F2` +M +?2+F QM i?2
/2biBMiBQM //`2bb- #mi MQ +?M;2 rBHH /`r ?Bb ii2MiBQMX
*X S2`7Q`KM+2 i2bib
6Q` i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 2pHmiBQM- r2 /2bB;M  i2bi #b2/
QM i?2 aJhS T`QiQ+QH iQ KQMBiQ` i?2 Hi2M+v Q7 i?2 }`bi
Tmb? T+F2ib ``BpBM; i i?2 ?QM2vTQi mM/2` +QM+m``2Mi
BM#QmM/ +QMM2+iBQMbX M aJhS b2`p2` USQbi}tV rb
BMbiHH2/ BM ?QM2vTQibX M aJhS +HB2Mi b+`BTi rb
BMbiHH2/ QM i?2 `2KQi2 ii+F2`X h?2 b+`BTi +QMbBbib Q7
i?2 7QHHQrBM; b2[m2M+2 Q7 }p2 aJhS +QKKM/b,
>1GP i2bi $M
JAG 6_PJ, <i2bi!i2biXi2bi> $M
_*Sh hP, <`QQi!HQ+H?Qbi> $M
.hX $M
i2biX $M
h?2 2tT2`BK2Mi +QMbBbi2/ Q7 `mMMBM; i?2 miQKi2/
aJhS +HB2Mi b+`BTi i i?2 `i2 Q7 Ry +QMM2+iBQMb T2`
b2+QM/X q2 `2+Q`/2/ i?2 /m`iBQM 7Q` i?2 }`bi Tmb? T+F2i
Q7 2+? +QMM2+iBQM ``BpBM; i i?2 ?QM2vTQiX h?2 `2bmHib
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Concurrent smtp connection requests  in one second
6B;X RRX *QMM2+iBQM Hi2M+v mM/2` /Bz2`2Mi b+2M`BQb
h?2 }`bi Tmb? T+F2i BM+Hm/BM; TvHQ/ ``BpBM; i i?2
?QM2vTQi K2Mb i?2 h*S +QMM2+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 ii+F2`
M/ ?QM2vTQi ?b #22M 2bi#HBb?2/X aQ i?2 iBK2biKT Q7
i?2 }`bi Tmb? T+F2i ``BpBM; i i?2 M2irQ`F BMi2`7+2
Q7 i?2 ?QM2vTQi +M #2 mb2/ iQ +H+mHi2 i?2 /m`iBQM
7Q` 2bi#HBb?BM; h*S +QMM2+iBQMX h?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib
b?Qr i?i i?2 +QMM2+iBQMb T`Q+2bb2/ #v i?2 >QM2v#`B/
;i2rv M/ i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM K2+?MBbK k +M +mb2
Km+? KQ`2 Hi2M+v i?M i?2 MQ`KH 7Q`r`/ +QMM2+iBQMb-
r?BH2 i?2 +QMM2+iBQMb T`Q+2bb2/ #v i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM
K2+?MBbK R ?p2 b?Q`i Hi2M+v i?i +HQb2 iQ i?2 MQ`KH
7Q`r`/ +QMM2+iBQMbX J2+?MBbK R mb2b i?2 +QMi`QHH2` iQ
THv i?2 `QH2 Q7 7`QMi2M/ iQ Mbr2` i?2 h*S +QMM2+iBQM
`2[m2bi- r?B+? HQb2b bQK2 }/2HBiv M/ `2HBivX J2+?MBbK k
mb2b i?2 oJ U ?QM2vTQiV b i?2 7`QMi2M/- Bi +M `2bTQM/
iQ i?2 ii+F2`Ƕb `2[m2bi rBi? `2H }M;2`T`BMibX >2M+2-
K2+?MBbK R ?b H2bb Hi2M+v- bQ Bi Bb KQ`2 bmBi#H2 7Q` i?2
+b2 Q7 +Tim`BM; miQKiB+ ii+Fb- r?BH2 i?2 K2+?MBbK
k Bb KQ`2 `2HBbiB+- bQ Bi Bb KQ`2 bmBi#H2 7Q` i?2 +b2 Q7
+Tim`BM; KMmH ii+FbX
6B;X Rk b?Qrb i?2 T+F2i AfP ;`T? #v mbBM; /Bz2`2Mi
K2+?MBbKbX h?2 /QTi2/ BMi2`pH Bb RyyKb- bQ i?2
/B;`K `272`b iQ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 T+F2ib Bb T`Q+2bb2/ #v
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6B;X RkX S+F2i AfP ;`T? Q7 ?QM2vTQi mM/2` /Bz2`2Mi K2+?MBbKb
Q#b2`p2 i?2 T+F2i AfP Bb KQ`2 2[mH@/Bbi`B#mi2/ r?2M
mbBM; i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM K2+?MBbK k Q` M2p2` mbBM;
Mv `2/B`2+iBQMX h?2 T+F2i AfP /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 i?2 i`{+
`2/B`2+iBQM K2+?MBbK R M/ >QM2v#`B/ Bb [mBi2 bBKBH`X
h?2b2 irQ 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib b?Qr i?i i?2 //2/
i`{+ +QMi`QH K2+?MBbKb T`QpB/2 KQ`2 bQT?BbiB+i2/
7mM+iBQMb i?M i?2 bii2@Q7@i?2@`i #mi /Q MQi +mb2
T2`7Q`KM+2 HQbbX
.X GBp2 ii+F +Tim`2
AM Q`/2` iQ +Tim`2 `2H ii+F /i- r2 /2THQv2/
i?2 bvbi2K BM+Hm/BM; KmHiBTH2 /2+Qvb rBi? irQ B/2MiB+H
}M;2`T`BMib BM  HQr b2+m`Biv T`Q/m+iBQM M2irQ`F Q7
lMBp2`bB// SQHBiû+MB+ /2 J/`B/ UlSJV Ub22 6B;m`2 RjVX
























6B;X RjX a+?2KiB+ /B;`K Q7 bvbi2K /2THQvK2Mi BM `2H b+2M`BQ
i?2 ~Qr +QMi`QH `mH2 iQ 7Q`r`/ HH i?2 i`{+ iQ i?2 JA>bc
QM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- BM Q`/2` iQ +Tim`2 b KMv ii+Fb
b TQbbB#H2- r2 b2i i?2 ~Qr +HbbB}+iBQM `mH2 iQ HHQr
Mv +QMM2+iBQM ii2KTiX q2 mb2/ i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM
K2+?MBbK k iQ /2THQv i?2 pB`imH /2+Qvb- i?2 r2HH@FMQrM
Rj
QT2M@bQm`+2 JA> bQ7ir`2b- .BQM2 (99) M/ KmM (93)-
r2`2 /2THQv2/ BM i?2 pB`imH K+?BM2b- M/ i?2 bbB;M2/
AS //`2bb2b r2`2 `2;Bbi2`2/ BM .La bQ i?i i?2v +M
#2 7QmM/ #v ii+F2`bX h?MFb iQ i?2 r2HH@/2p2HQT2/ HQ;
biiBbiB+ TT`Q+?2b Q7 .BQM2- i?2 +Tim`2/ /i +M #2
;`T?B+HHv b?QrM BM 6B;X R9- BX2X i?2 ++2Ti2/ `2[m2bib
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6B;X R9X GBp2 /i +Tim`2/ +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 `2bmHib Q7 /i `2/m+iBQM
.m`BM; i?2 T2`BQ/ Q7 HBp2 ii+F +Tim`2- k3yNN ii+FBM;
BM+B/2Mib r2`2 Q#b2`p2/- M/ KQM; i?2K ReN +QmMib ?Bi
i?2 pmHM2`#BHBiB2b 2KmHi2/ #v .BQM2X h?2 TQ`i ii+F
7`2[m2M+v Q7 i?2b2 ?Bi +QmMib `2 b?QrM BM h#H2 AAAX
h"G1 AAA
.BQM2, 2KmHi2/ QT2M TQ`ib M/ ii+F ?Bi +QmMib
SQ`i kR 9k Rj8 998 R9jj 8yey 9yN8y 9kdjd 8jjey
>Bi+QmMib RR8 k3 Rk k k d R R R
RV a2MbB#BHBiv miBHBiv @ mb2H2bb M2irQ`F /i `2/m+iBQM,
AM Q`/2` iQ +i+? /i b Km+? b TQbbB#H2- r2 /B/ MQi b2i
/i }Hi2`BM; `mH2bX >Qr2p2`- r2 +M Q#b2`p2 i?2 biiBbiB+b
T`2b2Mi2/ #Qp2 Uh#H2 AAAV i?i b?Qr QMHv  bKHH T`i
Q7 i?2 /i +M #2 B/2MiB}2/ #v .BQM2X >2M+2- B7 i?2
`2b2`+?2`b /2bB`2 iQ ;2i  KQ`2 }M2@;`BM2/ i`{+- 
b2i Q7 i`{+ }Hi2`BM; `mH2b +M #2 +QM};m`2/ BM Q`/2`
iQ mM/2`iF2 i?2 /i `2/m+iBQMX q2 b2i i?2 aMQ`i `mH2b
#HQ+FBM; HH TQ`ib 2t+2Ti i?2 QM2b b?QrM BM h#H2 AAAX
Gi2`- BM Q`/2` iQ T2`7Q`K i?2 +QKT`iBp2 2tT2`BK2Mi-
r2 `2THv2/ i?2 ii+Fb BM  i2bi#2/ b+2M`BQ rBi? i?2
bK2 +QM};m`iBQM- #mi i?2 Poa Bb +QM};m`2/ #v i?2
M2r aMQ`i `mH2bX 7i2` +QKTH2iBM; i?2 ii+F `2THv- i?2
M2r ii+F biiBbiB+b Q7 .BQM2 `2 T`2b2Mi2/ #v i?2 /i
`2/m+iBQM HBM2b Ui?2 Ǵ++2Ti@rBi? /i `2/m+iBQMǴ M/ i?2
Ǵ`2KQi2 ?Qbib@rBi? /i `2/m+iBQMǴ HBM2bV Q7 6B;m`2 R9X
Ai b?Qrb i?i i?2 ii+F 7`2[m2M+v /2+`2b2b 7`QK b2p2`H
?mM/`2/ iBK2b T2` /v iQ b2p2`H iBK2b T2` /vX h?2`27Q`2-
i?2 T`QTQb2/ +mbiQKBx#H2 i`{+ +HbbB}+iBQM +M 2M7Q`+2
2z2+iBp2 /i `2/m+iBQMX
kV ai2Hi? miBHBiv @ BMi2`2biBM; bvbi2K /i +Tim`2, h?2
/i +Tim`2/ #v i?2 JA> Bb HBKBi2/ iQ +QM/m+i ii+F
T`Q}HBM; M/ MHvbBb- bBM+2 i?2`2 Bb MQ bvbi2K +iBpBiv
H27i #v i?2 /p2`b`v iQ #2 mb2/ 7Q` BMp2biB;iBQMX 6Q`
2tKTH2- r2 +Tim`2/  #`mi2 7Q`+2 ii+F2` UrBi? AS
//`2bb ekXkRyXkydXRydV #v KmM- M/ i?2 `2+Q`/2/ /i
+M #2 b?QrM b 7QHHQrb,
kyR8@Rk@ke y9,j3,y3-yjR AL6P (pmHMn7iT/) ii+F2`,
ekXkRyXkydXRyd J2bb;2, (Ƕla1_ MQMvKQmb $` $MǶ)
"vi2b, Re ai;2, 6hS.nah:1R
kyR8@Rk@ke y9,j3,y3-yee AL6P (pmHMn7iT/) ii+F2`,
ekXkRyXkydXRyd J2bb;2, (ǶSaa MQMvKQmb!
$` $MǶ) "vi2b, Rd ai;2, 6hS.nah:1R
kyR8@Rk@ke y9,j3,y3-RyR AL6P (pmHMn7iT/) ii+F2`,
ekXkRyXkydXRyd J2bb;2, (Ƕ*q. f $` $MǶ) "vi2b, d
ai;2, 6hS.nah:1k
kyR8@Rk@ke y9,j3,y3-Rj8 AL6P (pmHMn7iT/) ii+F2`,
ekXkRyXkydXRyd J2bb;2, (ǶhuS1  $` $MǶ) "vi2b, 3
ai;2, 6hS.nah:1k
.m2 iQ i?2 HBKBi2/ BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 ii+F2`
M/ i?2 /2+Qv U+`2i2/ #v KmMV- r2 Q#b2`p2/ i?i
i?2 +Tim`2/ /i Bb `2/#H2 #mi Bi T`QpB/2/ HBiiH2
BM7Q`KiBQMX Ai Bb MQi HBF2  >A> i?i +M #2 +QKT`QKBb2/
M/ HHQr i?2 ii+F2` iQ ?p2  7mHH BMi2`+iBQM bQ i?i
KQ`2 ii+FBM; BM7Q`KiBQM +M #2 Q#iBM2/X
>2M+2- B7 r2 `2/B`2+i i?2 BMi2`2biBM; i`{+ BMiQ i?2
>A>- r2 `2 #H2 iQ ;2i KQ`2 /i #Qmi i?2 /p2`b`vǶb
+iBpBiv 7Q` BMp2biB;iBM; i?2 BMi`mbBQM 2p2MiX q2 2KmHi2/
 `2H ii+F #v mbBM; Kb7+QMbQH2e iQ 2tTHQBi i?2 /Bbi++d
pmHM2`#BHBiv QM i?2 ?QM2vTQiX AM Q`/2` iQ HmM+? ii+F
;BM i?2 JA>- r2 b2i i?2 `2/B`2+iBQM `mH2 b 7QHHQrb,
H2`i i+T Mv Mv → Mv jejk UKb;,ǳJA>ǴcV
h?2 KMmHHv ii+F HmM+?2/ #v Kb7+QMbQH2 7BH2/ iQ
+QKT`QKBb2 i?2 JA> M/ QMHv  h*S +QMM2+iBQM `2[m2bi
QM TQ`i jejk rb `2+Q`/2/X h?2`2#v- +QKT`BM; iQ i?2
}`bi `2/B`2+iBQM `mH2- r2 b2i iQ `2/B`2+i i?2 i`{+ iQ i?2
>A>,
H2`i i+T Mv Mv → Mv jejk UKb;,ǳ>A>ǴcV
h?2`27i2`- r2 mM/2`iQQF i?2 B/2MiB+H ii+F ;BMbi
i?2 /Bbi++ pmHM2`#BHBiv QM i?2 J2ibTHQBi#H2k3 ?QM2vTQi
;BMX h?2 Kb7+QMbQH2 bm++2bb7mHHv ;BM2/ i?2 QMHBM2
++2bbX Gi2`- r2 /QrMHQ/2/  T`BpBH2;2/ 2b+HiBQM
2tTHQBi /Bbi++ iQ 2b+Hi2 i?2 T`BpBH2;2 7`QK mb2` /2KQM
iQ `QQi- M/ mb2/ i?2 M2i+i b2M/ #+F i?2 `QQi b?2HH





+QKTH2i2/ #v i?2 /p2`b`v ;BMBM; i?2 `QQi T`BpBH2;2 Q7
i?2 +QKT`QKBb2/ ?QM2vTQiX *QMb2[m2MiHv- i?2 b2+m`Biv
`2b2`+?2` +M mb2 i?2 oQHiBHBivN b+M iQ 2M7Q`+2 i?2
K2KQ`v 7Q`2MbB+b Qp2` i?2 +QKT`QKBb2/ bvbi2K 7Q` i?2
Tm`TQb2 Q7 ii+F T`Q}HBM;X aQK2 7Q`2MbB+ `2bmHib +M #2
b22M BM h#H2 AoX
h"G1 Aoh?2 oQHiBHBiv 7Q`2MbB+ `2bmHib
+iBQM _2bmHib
HBMmtnM2ibii L2r /Bbi++ S`Q+2bb A.L2r M2i+i S`Q+2bb A.
HBMmtnTbmt L2r bQ+F2i +`2i2/ #v i?2 K2ibTHQBi TvHQ/
HBMmtnTbi`22 aiM/`/ QmiTmi }H2 /m`BM; i?2 /Bbi++ 2tTHQBiL2r SA. i?i 2t2+mi2/ i?2 b?2HH #v M2i+i
oAAX *QM+HmbBQM
 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K Bb  pBiHHv BKTQ`iMi b2+m`Biv
7+BHBiv +`2i2/ iQ #2 T`Q#2/- ii+F2/ M/ +QKT`QKBb2/-
BM Q`/2` iQ i`T i?2 /p2`b`B2b b r2HH b BMp2biB;i2
i?2 r2HH@FMQrM- M/ 2bT2+BHHv- i?2 mMFMQrM ii+FbX
h?2 BMMQpiBQM Q7 i?Bb TT2` Bb i?2 +QKT+i ?QM2vTQi
`+?Bi2+im`2 @ >QM2v.P*- r?B+? /Bz2`b 7`QK i?2
i`/BiBQMH ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2b #v mbBM; i?2 MQp2H
.2+Qv@P`+?2bi`iQ`@*TiQ` T2`bT2+iBp2 iQ /Bbb2+i M/
/2+QmTH2 i?2 ?QM2vTQi- 2M#HBM; HH@`QmM/ ?QM2vTQi
/2bB;M- r?B+? ?b #22M /2KQMbi`i2/ #v i?2 TQr2`7mH
a.L@2M#H2/ `+?Bi2+im`2X "v iFBM; /pMi;2 Q7 i?2
a.L i2+?MQHQ;v- i?2 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb /2+Qvb bmTTQ`i2/
#v i?2 a.L brBi+?2b +M #2 BMi2;`i2/ BMiQ i?2
p2`biBH2 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K ~2tB#Hv- i?2 /Bp2`b2 b2+m`Biv
TTHB+iBQMb +M #2 /2p2HQT2/ M/ BMi2;`i2/ mTQM i?2
a.L +QMi`QHH2`Ƕb SAb- T`iB+mH`Hv- i?2 i`{+ +QMi`QH +M
#2 /TiBp2Hv M/ i`MbT`2MiHv +QM/m+i2/ #v i?2 a.L
+QMi`QHH2` TTHB+iBQMb ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 `2[mB`2K2MibX
 T`QQ7@Q7@+QM+2Ti bvbi2K ?b #22M BKTH2K2Mi2/
7Q` pHB/iBM; i?2 T`QTQbHX h?2 b2MbB#BHBiv i2bi
b?Qrb i?2 `#Bi``v i`{+ +HbbB}+iBQM `mH2b M/ i?2
}M2@;`BM2/ +iBQMbX h?2 +QmMi2`K2bm`2 M/ bi2Hi? i2bib
/2KQMbi`i2 i?i  Km+? bi2Hi?B2` i`{+ KB;`iBQM
7mM+iBQM Bb //2/ #mi i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 /Q2b MQi /2+`2b2
+QKT`2/ iQ 2tBbiBM; bQHmiBQMb UBX2X >QM2v#`B/VX HbQ-
r2 +QM/m+i2/ i?2 bvbi2K /2THQvBM; pB`imH ?QM2vTQib BM
`2H T`Q/m+iBQM M2irQ`F 7Q` +Tim`BM; HBp2 ii+FbX h?2
`2H /i #b2/ pHB/iBQM b?Qrb i?2 2{+B2M+v Q7 /i
`2/m+iBQM M/ i?2 2z2+iBp2M2bb Q7 i?2 i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQM
7Q` /i MHvbBbX h?2 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib b?Qr i?2
72bB#BHBiv M/ 2{+B2M+v Q7 i?2 T`QTQb2/ `+?Bi2+im`2X
AM i?2 7mim`2- r2 rBHH BKT`Qp2 i?2 r?QH2 bvbi2K M/
mb2 Bi iQ +QM/m+i `2b2`+? #v HQM;@i2`K HBp2 /i +Tim`2X
q2 +QMbB/2` T`QTQbBM;  M2irQ`F 7mM+iBQMb pB`imHBxiBQM
UL6oV (8R) #b2/ ;2M2`H ?QM2vTQi /2THQv2`- iQ +`2i2 M/
KM;2 i?2 /2+Qvb BM +HQm/- bQ b iQ +Tim`2 M/ MHvx2
+v#2` i?`2i /i 7`QK /Bz2`2Mi bQm`+2bX q2 HbQ iF2
N?iiT,ffrrrXpQHiBHBiv7QmM/iBQMXQ`;f
bi2Tb iQ 2M?M+2 i?2 MQKHv@#b2/ /2i2+iBQM- 7+BHBii2
i?2 /TiBp2 /2+Qv /2THQvK2Mi iQ /2i2` i?2 /pM+2/
T2`bBbi2Mi i?`2i UShV- M/ T2`?Tb- +QQT2`i2 rBi? A
i2+?MB[m2b iQ ?2HT 7Q`2MbB+b M/ BMi`mbBQM T`2/B+iBQMX
+FMQrH2/;K2Mi
h?2 bFBHHb- FMQrH2/;2 M/ 2tT2`B2M+2 qX6M ;BM2/
7`QK i?2 *jAaS T`QD2+i Ui?2 1m`QT2M lMBQMǶb >Q`BxQM
kyky `2b2`+? M/ BMMQpiBQM T`Q;`KK2 mM/2` ;`Mi
;`22K2Mi LQ dyykN9V ?2 T`iB+BTi2/ BM `2 p2`v ?2HT7mH
iQ +QKTH2i2 i?2 rQ`FX
_272`2M+2b
(R) _X _B+?`/bQM- ǳ*bB bm`p2v kyyd, h?2 Rki? MMmH +QKTmi2`+`BK2 M/ b2+m`Biv bm`p2vX kyyd-Ǵ *QKTmi2` a2+m`Biv AMbiBimi2,aM 6`M+Bb+Q- *X
(k) ǳAMi2`M2i b2+m`Biv i?`2i `2TQ`i-Ǵ avKMi2+- h2+?MB+H _2TQ`i-kyR3X
(j) aX qX "`2MM2`- ǳ*v#2`i2``Q`BbK, >Qr `2H Bb i?2 i?`2i\Ǵ J2/B
bB- pQHX kN- MQX j- TTX R9NĜR89- kyykX
(9) GX CM+x2rbFB- *v#2` r`7`2 M/ +v#2` i2``Q`BbKX A:A :HQ#H-
kyydX
(8) GX aTBixM2`- ǳ>QM2vTQib, +i+?BM; i?2 BMbB/2` i?`2i-Ǵ BM
*QKTmi2` a2+m`Biv TTHB+iBQMb *QM72`2M+2- kyyjX S`Q+22/BM;bXRNi? MMmH- .2+ kyyj- TTX RdyĜRdNX
(e) aX >MbKM M/ _X >mMi- ǳ itQMQKv Q7 M2irQ`F M/+QKTmi2` ii+Fb-Ǵ *QKTmi2`b  a2+m`Biv- pQHX k9- MQX R- TTX
jR Ĝ 9j- kyy8X
(d) _X SX pM >22`/2M- "X A`rBM- M/ AX "m`F2- ǳ*HbbB7vBM; M2irQ`F
ii+F b+2M`BQb mbBM; M QMiQHQ;v-Ǵ BM S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 di?AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 QM AM7Q`KiBQM q`7`2 M/ a2+m`BivX
+/2KB+ *QM72`2M+2b GBKBi2/- kyRk- TTX jjRĜjk9X
(3) _X J+:`2r M/ _X "X om;?M C_- ǳ1tT2`B2M+2b rBi?
?QM2vTQi bvbi2Kb, .2p2HQTK2Mi- /2THQvK2Mi- M/ MHvbBb-Ǵ BMS`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 jNi? MMmH >rBB AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2QM avbi2K a+B2M+2b U>A*aaǶyeV- pQHX N- CM kyye- TX kkyX
(N) .X PǶ"`B2M- ǳAbi` `MbQKr`2 kyRd-Ǵ avKMi2+- M Aah_
aT2+BH _2TQ`i- kyRdX
(Ry) JX Lr`Q+FB- JX q ?HBb+?- *X a+?KB/i- hX *X M/E2BH- M/
CX a+?ƺM72H/2`- ǳ bm`p2v QM ?QM2vTQi bQ7ir`2 M/ /iMHvbBb-Ǵ `sBp 2@T`BMib- m;X kyReX
(RR) ǳEMQr vQm` 2M2Kv, >QM2vM2ib-Ǵ Jv kyyeX (PMHBM2)X pBH#H2,?iiT,ffQH/X?QM2vM2iXQ`;fTT2`bf?QM2vM2if
(Rk) _X "2`i?B2` M/ JX *mFB2`- ǳ>QM2v#`B/,  ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi`+?Bi2+im`2-Ǵ BM la1LAs a2+m`Biv avKTQbBmK- kyy3X
(Rj) aX EvmM;- qX >M- LX hBr`B- oX >X .BtBi- GX a`BMBpb-wX w?Q- X .QmTíÆ- M/ :X CX ?M- ǳ>QM2vT`Qtv, .2bB;M M/
BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 M2ti@;2M2`iBQM ?QM2vM2i pB b/M-Ǵ BM kyRdA111 *QM72`2M+2 QM *QKKmMB+iBQMb M/ L2irQ`F a2+m`Biv
U*LaV- P+i kyRd- TTX RĜNX
(R9) >X `iBH- >X a7- JX a`D- AX EmriHv- M/ wX H@Jb`B- ǳ
?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi 7`K2rQ`F 7Q` BKT`QpBM; BMi`mbBQM /2i2+iBQMbvbi2Kb BM T`Qi2+iBM; Q`;MBxiBQMH M2irQ`Fb-Ǵ *QKTmiXa2+m`X- pQHX k8- MQX 9- TTX kd9Ĝk33- CmMX kyyeX
(R8) :X SQ`iQFHB/Bb M/ >X "Qb- ǳar22i#Bi, w2`Q@?Qm` rQ`K
/2i2+iBQM M/ +QMiBMK2Mi mbBM; HQr@M/ ?B;?@BMi2`+iBQM?QM2vTQib-Ǵ *QKTmi2` L2irQ`Fb- pQHX 8R- MQX 8- TTX Rk8eĜRkd9-kyydX
(Re) hX EX G2M;v2H- CX L2mKMM- aX J`2b+- "X .X SvM2- M/X EBvBb- ǳoB`imH K+?BM2 BMi`QbT2+iBQM BM  ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi
`+?Bi2+im`2-Ǵ BM S`2b2Mi2/ b T`i Q7 i?2 8i? qQ`Fb?QT QM*v#2` a2+m`Biv 1tT2`BK2MiiBQM M/ h2biX "2`F2H2v- *,
la1LAs- kyRkX
(Rd) >X qM; M/ ZX *?2M- ǳ.vMKB+ /2THQvBM; /Bbi`B#mi2/
HQr@BMi2`+iBQM ?QM2vM2i-Ǵ CQm`MH Q7 *QKTmi2`b- pQHX d- MQX j-kyRkX
(R3) JX "BH2v- 1X *QQF2- .X qibQM- 6X C?MBM- M/ LX S`QpQb- ǳ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi `+?Bi2+im`2 7Q` b+H#H2 M2irQ`F KQMBiQ`BM;-Ǵ
h2+?MB+H _2TQ`i *a1@h_@9NN@y9- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 JB+?B;M- kyy9X
R8
(RN) JX "BH2v- 1X *QQF2- 6X C?MBM- LX S`QpQb- EX _Qb2M- M/.X qibQM- ǳ.i `2/m+iBQM 7Q` i?2 b+H#H2 miQKi2/ MHvbBb
Q7 /Bbi`B#mi2/ /`FM2i i`{+-Ǵ BM S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 8i? *JaA:*PJJ +QM72`2M+2 QM AMi2`M2i J2bm`2K2MiX la1LAs
bbQ+BiBQM- kyy8- TTX kRĜkRX(ky) LX E`r2ix- ǳMiB@?QM2vTQi i2+?MQHQ;v-Ǵ a2+m`Biv S`Bp+v-A111- pQHX k- MQX R- TTX deĜdN- CM kyy9X
(kR) qX 6M M/ .X 62`MM/2x- ǳ MQp2H b/M #b2/ bi2Hi?v i+T+QMM2+iBQM ?M/Qp2` K2+?MBbK 7Q` ?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi bvbi2Kb-ǴBM kyRd A111 *QM72`2M+2 QM L2irQ`F aQ7ir`BxiBQM UL2iaQ7iV-
CmHv kyRd- TTX RĜNX(kk) qX 6M- ǳ*QMi`B#miBQM iQ i?2 /2bB;M Q7  ~2tB#H2 M/ /TiBp2
bQHmiBQM 7Q` i?2 KM;2K2Mi Q7 ?2i2`Q;2M2Qmb ?QM2vTQibvbi2Kb-Ǵ S?X.X /Bbb2`iiBQM- 1haA h2H2+QKmMB++BQM- h2+?MB+HlMBp2`bBiv Q7 J/`B/- aTBM- kyRdX
(kj) qX 6M- wX .m- .X 62`MM/2x- M/ oX X oBHH;`- ǳ1M#HBM;M MiQKB+ pB2r iQ BMp2biB;i2 ?QM2vTQi bvbi2Kb,  bm`p2v-ǴA111 avbi2Kb CQm`MH- pQHX Rk- MQX 9- TTX jNyeĜjNRN- .2+ kyR3X
(k9) GX aTBixM2`- ǳh?2 ?QM2vM2i T`QD2+i, i`TTBM; i?2 ?+F2`b-Ǵ A111a2+m`Biv S`Bp+v- pQHX R- MQX k- TTX R8Ĝkj- J` kyyjX
(k8) CX G2pBM2- _X G"2HH- >X Pr2M- .X *QMiBb- M/ "X *mHp2`-ǳh?2 mb2 Q7 ?QM2vM2ib iQ /2i2+i 2tTHQBi2/ bvbi2Kb +`QbbH`;2 2Mi2`T`Bb2 M2irQ`Fb-Ǵ BM AM7Q`KiBQM bbm`M+2 qQ`Fb?QT-
kyyjX A111 avbi2Kb- JM M/ *v#2`M2iB+b aQ+B2iv- CmM2 kyyj-TTX NkĜNNX(ke) GX EX uM- ǳoB`imH ?QM2vM2ib `2pBbBi2/-Ǵ BM AM7Q`KiBQM
bbm`M+2 qQ`Fb?QT- kyy8X Aq Ƕy8X S`Q+22/BM;b 7`QK i?2aBti? MMmH A111 aJ*- CmM2 kyy8- TTX kjkĜkjNX
(kd) 6X aimKT7- X :ƺ`H+?- 6X >QKMM- M/ GX "`Ƀ+FM2`-ǳLQb2@#mBH/BM; pB`imH ?QM2vM2ib K/2 2bv-Ǵ BM S`Q+XQ7 i?2 Rki? AMiĬƉH GBMmt avbi2K h2+?MQHQ;v *QM72`2M+2
UGBMmt@EQM;`2bbĬƉ y8V- :ll:- kyy8- TTX Ree9ĜReeNX(k3) 6X ##bB M/ _X >``Bb- ǳ1tT2`B2M+2b rBi?  ;2M2`iBQMBBB pB`imH ?QM2vM2i-Ǵ BM h2H2+QKKmMB+iBQM L2irQ`Fb M/
TTHB+iBQMb *QM72`2M+2 UhL*V- kyyN mbi`HbBM- LQpkyyN- TTX RĜeX
(kN) LX S`QpQb- ǳ pB`imH ?QM2vTQi 7`K2rQ`F-Ǵ BM S`Q+22/BM;bQ7 i?2 Rji? *QM72`2M+2 QM la1LAs a2+m`Biv avKTQbBmKUaauJǶy9V- "2`F2H2v- *- la- kyy9- TTX RĜR9X
(jy) sX CBM; M/ .X sm- ǳ*QHHTb`,  pK@#b2/ `+?Bi2+im`27Q` M2irQ`F ii+F /2i2MiBQM +2Mi2`XǴ BM la1LAs a2+m`BivavKTQbBmK- kyy9- TTX R8Ĝk3X
(jR) JX o`#H2- CX J- CX *?2M- .X JQQ`2- 1X oM/2FB27i- X aMQ2`2M-:X oQ2HF2`- M/ aX ap;2- ǳa+H#BHBiv- }/2HBiv M/ +QMiBMK2Mi
BM i?2 TQi2KFBM pB`imH ?QM2v7`K-Ǵ *J avKTQbBmK QMPT2`iBM; avbi2K S`BM+BTH2b UaPaSV- pQHX jN- MQX 8- TTXR93ĜRek- P+i kyy8X
(jk) >X q2Hi2 M/ SX LX vmbQ- ǳh?2HB#M2i}Hi2`n[m2m2 T`QD2+i-Ǵ kyR9X (PMHBM2)X pBH#H2,?iiT,ffrrrXM2i}Hi2`XQ`;fT`QD2+ibfHB#M2i}Hi2`n[m2m2f
(jj) hX G2M;v2H- CX L2mKMM- aX J`2b+- M/ X EBvBb-ǳhQr`/b ?v#`B/ ?QM2vM2ib pB pB`imH K+?BM2 BMi`QbT2+iBQM
M/ +HQMBM;-Ǵ BM L2irQ`F M/ avbi2K a2+m`Biv- b2`X G2+im`2LQi2b BM *QKTmi2` a+B2M+2- CX GQT2x- sX >mM;- M/ _X aM/?m-1/bX aT`BM;2` "2`HBM >2B/2H#2`;- kyRj- pQHX d3dj- TTX Re9ĜRddX
(j9) qX 6M- .X 62`MM/2x- M/ wX .m- ǳ/TiBp2 M/ ~2tB#H2 pB`imH?QM2vM2i-Ǵ BM AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 QM JQ#BH2- a2+m`2- M/S`Q;`KK#H2 L2irQ`FBM;- pQHX NjN8- S`Bb- 6`M+2- CmM2 kyR8-
TTX RĜRdX(j8) qX 6M- wX .m- .X 62`MM/2x- M/ sX >mB- ǳ.vMKB+
?v#`B/ ?QM2vTQi bvbi2K #b2/ i`MbT`2Mi i`{+ `2/B`2+iBQMK2+?MBbK-Ǵ BM Rdi? AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 QM AM7Q`KiBQMM/ *QKKmMB+iBQMb a2+m`Biv UA*A*akyR8V- "2BDBM;- *?BM-
.2+XN@RR kyR8- TTX jRRĜjRNX(je) .X GX *X .mi`- JX ";- hX hH2#- M/ EX aK/MBb-ǳ1Mbm`BM; 2M/@iQ@2M/ [Qb #b2/ QM KmHiB@Ti?b `QmiBM; mbBM;
b/M i2+?MQHQ;v-Ǵ BM :GP"1*PJ kyRd @ kyRd A111 :HQ#H*QKKmMB+iBQMb *QM72`2M+2- .2+ kyRd- TTX RĜeX
(jd) *X CX *?mM;- SX E?iF`- hX sBM;- CX G22- M/ .X >mM;- ǳLB+2,L2irQ`F BMi`mbBQM /2i2+iBQM M/ +QmMi2`K2bm`2 b2H2+iBQM BMpB`imH M2irQ`F bvbi2Kb-Ǵ A111 h`Mb+iBQMb QM .2T2M/#H2
M/ a2+m`2 *QKTmiBM;- pQHX Ry- MQX 9- TTX RN3ĜkRR- CmHv kyRjX(j3) hX sBM;- wX sBQM;- .X >mM;- M/ .X J2/?B- ǳa/MBTb, 1M#HBM;bQ7ir`2@/2}M2/ M2irQ`FBM; #b2/ BMi`mbBQM T`2p2MiBQM bvbi2K
BM +HQm/b-Ǵ BM Ryi? AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 QM L2irQ`F M/a2`pB+2 JM;2K2Mi U*LaJV M/ qQ`Fb?QT- LQp kyR9- TTX
jy3ĜjRRX
(jN) SX EX a?MKm;K- LX .X am#`KMvK- CX "`22M- *X _Q+?-M/ CX oM /2` J2`r2- ǳ.2B/i2+i, hQr`/b /Bbi`B#mi2/
2HbiB+ BMi`mbBQM /2i2+iBQM-Ǵ BM S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 kyR9 *JaA:*PJJ qQ`Fb?QT QM .Bbi`B#mi2/ *HQm/ *QKTmiBM;- b2`X
.** ǶR9X L2r uQ`F- Lu- la, *J- kyR9- TTX RdĜk9X(9y) sX SM- oX u2;M2br`M- uX *?2M- SX SQ``b- M/ aX a?BM-ǳ>Q;KT, lbBM; b/Mb iQ BM+2MiBpBx2 +QHH#Q`iBp2 b2+m`Biv
KQMBiQ`BM;-Ǵ BM S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 kyRe *J AMi2`MiBQMHqQ`Fb?QT QM a2+m`Biv BM aQ7ir`2 .2}M2/ L2irQ`Fb  L2irQ`F6mM+iBQM oB`imHBxiBQMX L2r uQ`F- Lu- la, *J- kyRe- TTX
dĜRkX(9R) qX >M- wX w?Q- X .QmTû- M/ :X@CX ?M- ǳ>QM2vKBt, hQr`/
b/M@#b2/ BMi2HHB;2Mi ?QM2vM2i-Ǵ BM S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 kyRe*J AMi2`MiBQMH qQ`Fb?QT QM a2+m`Biv BM aQ7ir`2 .2}M2/L2irQ`Fb  L2irQ`F 6mM+iBQM oB`imHBxiBQMX L2r uQ`F- Lu-
la, *J- kyRe- TTX RĜeX(9k) sX J2M;- wX w?Q- _X GB- M/ >X w?M;- ǳM BMi2HHB;2Mi?QM2vM2i `+?Bi2+im`2 #b2/ QM bQ7ir`2 /2}M2/ b2+m`Biv-Ǵ BM
kyRd Ni? AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 QM qB`2H2bb *QKKmMB+iBQMbM/ aB;MH S`Q+2bbBM; Uq*aSV- P+i kyRd- TTX RĜeX
(9j) GX uM#BM;- GX sBM;vm- CX uB- M/ sX umMT2M;- ǳa/b, 7`K2rQ`F Q7  bQ7ir`2@/2}M2/ b2+m`Biv `+?Bi2+im`2-Ǵ *?BM*QKKmMB+iBQMb- pQHX Rj- MQX k- TTX Rd3ĜR33- 62# kyReX
(99) ǳ.BQM2 @ +i+?2/ #m;b-Ǵ LQpX kyRRX (PMHBM2)X pBH#H2,?iiT,ff/BQM2X+`MBpQ`2XBif(98) 6X :Bm#BHQ- X aDD/- JX a?+FH2iQM- .X qX *?/rB+F- qX 6M-
M/ _X /2 G2KQb- ǳM `+?Bi2+im`2 7Q` T`Bp+v@T`2b2`pBM;b?`BM; Q7 +iB rBi? j`/T`iv MHvbBb b2`pB+2b-Ǵ BM kyRd Rki?
AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 7Q` AMi2`M2i h2+?MQHQ;v M/ a2+m`2/h`Mb+iBQMb UA*AhahV- .2+ kyRd- TTX kNjĜkNdX(9e) qX 6M- .X 62`MM/2x- M/ oX X oBHH;`- ǳh2+?MQHQ;v
BM/2T2M/2Mi ?QM2vM2i /2b+`BTiBQM HM;m;2-Ǵ BM kyR8 j`/AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 QM JQ/2H@.`Bp2M 1M;BM22`BM; M/aQ7ir`2 .2p2HQTK2Mi UJP.1Gaq_.V- 62# kyR8- TTX
jyjĜjRRX(9d) LX S`QpQb M/ hX >QHx- oB`imH ?QM2vTQib, 7`QK #QiM2i i`+FBM;
iQ BMi`mbBQM /2i2+iBQM- Rbi 2/X //BbQM q2bH2v- CmHX kyydX(93) CX :Q#2H- ǳKmM,  Tvi?QM ?QM2vTQi-Ǵ h2+?MB+H `2TQ`ilMBp2`bBiv Q7 JMM?2BK- JMM?2BK- :2`KMv- h2+?X _2TX
h_@kyyN@yy3- kyyNX(9N) qX 6M- .X 62`MƖ/2x- M/ wX .m- ǳo2`biBH2 pB`imH ?QM2vM2iKM;2K2Mi 7`K2rQ`F-Ǵ A1h AM7Q`KiBQM a2+m`Biv- pQHX RR-
MQX R- TTX j3Ĝ98- kyReX(8y) ǳEMQr vQm` iQQHb, Z2#2F @ +QM+2H i?2
KQMBiQ`BM;-Ǵ MQp kyRyX (PMHBM2)X pBH#H2,?iiT,ffrrrX?QM2vM2iXQ`;fTT2`bfEuhn[2#2F(8R) X G;?`BbbB- hX hH2#- JX ";- M/ >X 6HBM+F- ǳhQr`/b 2/;2
bHB+BM;, oM7 TH+2K2Mi H;Q`Bi?Kb 7Q`  /vMKB+ `2HBbiB+ 2/;2+HQm/ 2MpB`QMK2Mi-Ǵ BM :GP"1*PJ kyRd @ kyRd A111 :HQ#H*QKKmMB+iBQMb *QM72`2M+2- .2+ kyRd- TTX RĜeX
